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COIN HOARDS

have been unearthed included the precious

metals in many forms but nothing that

has been identified as currency. The
tumuli of the Maya and Aztec civiliza-

tions of Central America will some day

yield rich returns to the investigator, but

the material heretofore secured is archaeo-

logical or ethnological, and, like that of

Peru, has included little of a numismatic

nature. In both cases, the finds are more

closely analogous to those of ancient

Egypt where the accounts often prove
more thrilling than fiction. It stimulates

the imagination to read of unrifled tombs

where lie haughty princesses of long ago.

Their jewels and the implements of their

daily life were placed near at hand in

readiness for the after-world, but food and

drink were considered more necessary

than gold. Only with the burials of the

later and least interesting period does

numismatic material occur. This is owing
to the fact that the early money of the

Egyptians consisted of bullion in an un-

minted form whose exchange value was

determined by weight. During the Per-
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sian domination, the darics and sigloi of

the invaders seem to have been in use to

a limited degree, but finds show also that

the early coinage of the Greeks circulated

to a much more considerable extent.

Although finds of coin do not occur in

this country as frequently as in Europe,
one of the basic causes of these burials,

hoarding, is not so foreign to our experi-

ence as might be supposed. Only when a

hoard has been buried is there a chance of

its becoming treasure trove and we are not

accustomed to burying our savings. Civil-

ization has accustomed us to other means

of safekeeping, and experience has ap-

proved them satisfactory. In the cities,

our savings are placed in banks or safe

deposits. Let there be a run on the bank,

however, and we see a return to primitive j

conditions deposits are withdrawn as

quickly as possible ;
and until confidence in

some other institution overcomes the dis-

trust caused by the failure, money is

hoarded just as carefully as it was in the

time of the Greeks and Romans. When
we turn from a section remote from city
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life, to districts far removed from the

conveniences which civilization affords,

there is little difference from the procedure
of the Ancients. Among the miners, hid-

ing gold-dust becomes a necessity. So

even to-day hoarding is not as exceptional

a thing as it is thought.

In its essence, hoarding is a habit. Al-

though paper money and banks have made
it much less common, one of its milder

forms tends to confirm it as an instinct

only a little less deeply rooted than that of

preservation of life itself. There is hardly
one of us who has not caught himself

picking from a handful of change some of

the new pieces designed by Weinman,
MacNeill and Fraser and spending first

the corresponding specimens of the earlier

and far less attractive coinage. It must

be conceded that this is a very mild form

of hoarding, but so universal is this

tendency and so far reaching is it in its

results, that economists have formulated

it as a law. It is known as Gresham's

Law and was so named after the Com-
mercial Adviser of Queen Elizabeth.
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by wear) ; and it was noted with dismay that

the new coins disappeared speedily, while the

old ones seemed to be more abundant than

ever. Unless a government resorts to frequent

recoinages, it will encounter great difficulties

in replacing old and abraded coins by new ones,

b) "Whenever light money is in circulation

together with good money or even when good

money is in circulation together with heavy
money, in this case the lighter money drives

out the other."

A singular working out of Gresham's law

has occurred in France as a result of the

late war. Because of the let-up in silver

production, without any diminishing of the

demand, the value of silver had risen until

the bullion value of silver coins in our own,
and in most of the European countries, was

above the face value of the coin. As a

result, the silver pieces have been disap-

pearing from circulation, the melting pot

being their presumable destination. As

each issue of the French mint appeared,

the coins were speedily absorbed and seen

no more.

To meet this condition, a rather novel

plan was announced by the French mint on
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April 15, 1920. Instead of continuing the

i issuing of silver coins, the French Chambers

of Commerce are putting out a token coin-

age, guaranteeing the redemption of these

metal tokens by deposits at the Bank of

France. Not only should this reduce the

incentive to hoarding and make the melt-

ing of the new coins no longer profitable,

but it should gradually bring a reduction

in the price of silver by decreasing the

demand.

Since May 1920 the price of silver has

fallen considerably. One contributing

cause is doubtless the changing of the

standard for India from a silver to a gold

basis, thus eliminating one of the largest

markets for silver. The action of the

French authorities as described above is

probably another contributing element as

is also the decision of Great Britain to

reduce the quantity of silver in subse-

quent coinages. With the incentive to

return to the pre-war mining output,

the supply is likely to become normal.

All these factors have doubtless con-

tributed towards the fall in the price.
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stances have so become a part of our daily

life that it requires an active imagination

to conceive the contrasts under which

the ancient peoples lived. Every man
was his own banker. The Greeks and

Romans did have bills of credit and

bankers of standing. A few transactions

were arranged through bankers without a

transfer of money, but owing to the diffi-

culties of travel and the need for protec-

tion in even the most highly civilized

sections, the guarding of one's wealth was

a very important part of the civic life.

They had much less money to handle and

this increased rather than lessened the

care with which it was guarded. It is

recorded that the Greek soldier received

as his pay a daric for a month's service.

In a very interesting lecture by the emi-

nent Dr. George Macdonald, read before

the Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow
in 1903, he analyzes three of the causes why
hoards are buried, as assigned in the Di-

gest : Profit, Safety and Fear. Reasoning

very carefully, Dr. Macdonald points out

that only in the event of the death of the
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The laws of ancient warfare took little regard
of the rights of private property, and in times

of danger a most natural instinct would lead

men to bury their treasure underground, see-

ing that it would no longer be safe in their

houses. When the storm burst, some of those

who had thus concealed their goods would

be slain or carried into captivity, leaving un-

claimed deposits to be turned up centuries

afterwards by the spade of the workman or the

plough of the peasant.

"I said that the instinct to bury treasure

underground in times of danger is a most
natural one. ... I suppose that everyone
will agree that there never was a more ' human '

man than Mr. Samuel Pepys. His diary for

the early days of June, 1667, reflects the alarm

caused throughout London and all over Eng-
land by the Dutch raid on the Thames. On
the loth their ships were at Sheerness, 'and we
do plainly at this time hear the guns play.'

Again on the I3th. 'No sooner up but hear

the sad news confirmed of the Royale Charles

being taken by them, and now in fitting by
them . . . and turning several others

;
and

that another fleet is come up into the Hope.
Upon which newes the King and the Duke of

York have been below (London Bridge) since

four o'clock in the morning, to command the

sinking of ships at Barking Creeke, and other

places, to stope their coming up higher : which

put me into such a fear, that I presently resolved
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given by Josephus, it is somewhat hesitat-

ingly identified as such, and the presence

!
of a portable tabernacle, possibly intended

I

to represent the Ark of the Covenant, lends

color to this identification.

Whether the intended subject is the

sacking of Jerusalem or not need hardly
concern us at present. More pertinent is

the close following of the description given

by Josephus (Wars of the Jews, Book V,

Chapters 10 and 13). The distinguished

I

historian relates that after the capture

of Jerusalem, many of the Jews swallowed

pieces of gold and jewelry to prevent them

from falling into the hands of the Romans.

The conditions which resulted when this

knowledge came to the ears of the Roman

general are such as were depicted in the

tapestry. The chest of golden vessels

should be noted as well as the host appar-

ently awaiting treatment similar to that

accorded the kneeling figure in the central

foreground. The frontispiece enables

us to dispense with a description of the

gruesomeness of the scene. One won-

ders whether the victims may not have
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We have a very satisfactory knowledge
'< of the Roman law, and it is interesting to

j

note that the Romans considered the ques-

j

tion with characteristic thoroughness. The

very liberal law established by Hadrian is

I known to us in what is practically its actual

: wording. According to its ruling, a private

s

individual became the owner of treasure

'discovered on his property. If, however,

I

he discovered the treasure on another per-

!
son's land, the finder shared equally with

the owner in the division, and this held

good even though the land on which the

: discovery was made belonged to the State.

|

The laws varied with the changing Em-

|
perors, most of them claiming a portion of

I any treasure discovered. A brief summary
jof the laws among the Romans was pub-
I lished in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1902,

by Messieurs A. Blanchet and H. A.

j

Grueber.

During the Middle Ages, the King
claimed a right to treasure unearthed in

his dominions, although sometimes his

rights were assigned in behalf of one to

iwhom the land had been given in fief.
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suited in making it to the interest of the

finder to report his discovery to the author-

ities. Thereby, he receives much more

than would be the case if he merely melted

it for its metal content, a procedure pre-

ferable under the former conditions be-

cause it dispensed with the interference of
|

the authorities. When a find is received
|

at the Treasury, it is forwarded to thej

British Museum and there classified.;

Pieces desired for the National Collection

are set aside and paid for at their market
|

value; the remainder, also, is valued

and returned to the Treasury for such dis-

posal in the coin market as seems wise.

The result of this procedure is that finds

come to the British Museum in their en-

tirety. Being able to study them with the

knowledge that the complete hoard is pres-

ent is a consideration difficult to overesti-

mate.

In France, under a law of 1887, the

State assumes ownership of every object

found in its domain upon consideration of

refunding one-half its value to the finder.

In Italy, also, the State possesses the right
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of preemption, but as the indemnity offered

by the State is small, the result is unsatis-

factory. Finds of treasure instead of

being reported are concealed from the

authorities, and any scientific benefit that

would come from knowledge of the con-

tents is thus lost. Although in Asia

Minor excavations have been carried out

on a broad scale, the oificiousness of the

Turks has made it difficult to derive

:much information regarding finds unless

they are small enough to escape the atten-

tion of the officials.

Receptacles in which hoards are hidden

vary widely. The smaller hoards are

usually found in earthen jars ; often, they
are broken in the finding, but the protec-

tion they have afforded accounts for the

unusual condition in which some of the

ancient coins come down to us. Some-

times the vessel is of bronze, and if the
'

soil be a dry one, the oxidation of the jar

may not have advanced to such an extent

that its contents are affected. In one case

the jar had so disintegrated that the

weight of the gold coins it contained was
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greater than it could stand, and the gold

pieces fell like Danae's shower when it

was raised. In another case, a small

hoard was found protected by a horn, and i

in one other instance, about a pint of small

coins was discovered in a leathern bag!

further protected by a broken iron pot.
f

Hoards have sometimes been brought to

light by the washing away of a river bank

or the blowing down of a tree. One of the

strangest discoveries was made when an old

oak beam which had been stacked away for

years after its removal from a demolished

building was split for firewood; a hole

which was filled with English gold coins

was disclosed, and a little further along in

the same beam a second hole also filled with

gold coins was found. As may be imag-

ined, this brought a very pretty question

as to the ownership of the coins. In the

British Isles, finds have been discovered

in wooden boxes, but these are hardly

iikely to last over very many centuries.

Like bags of cloth, they vanish, leaving

the material they contain subject to the

action of the soil.
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The places in which hoards are found

vary almost as much as the containers for

them. .One might think that remote and

secluded hiding places would be sought,

and this is often true. One find was buried

in the crater of an extinct volcano. An-

other was found eight feet below the sur-

face of the bed of a river while excavating

for a new bridge at Bologna. In this case,

it was surmised that the owner must have

been drowned and that a change in the bed

of the river had accumulated that amount

of earth. During the war of 1914-1918,

several hoards were discovered in digging

trenches.

The difficulties of concealing some of

these hoards must have been considerable,

for the hoard of Brescello is said to have

contained eighty thousand aurei, all

struck between the years 708 and 716

!of the Roman era. Finds are frequently

discovered while digging foundations in

the modern survivals of ancient cities.

Frequent finds have been made in this

way at Taranto. The varying conditions,

manifold forms and peculiar circumstances
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which surround each coin find, make them

fascinating subjects of study. They arej

being utilized more and more by numis-

matists but even yet their value is not

fully realized.

CONDITION

From the specimens which we see in

the cabinets of collectors, we are apt to

form a very incorrect opinion of the condi-

tion of coins when they occur in hoards.

Gold coins show effects of burial least.

None of the soil acids have sufficient

strength to affect gold, and any incrusta-

tions are easily removable. Only when
in very rare cases the mass has been sub-

jected to compression sufficient to flatten

or deface the pieces, are the gold coins

likely to show change.

With silver the condition is in contrast,

but when the hoard is protected by an

earthen or metal container, and when it

is buried in a soil that is not moist andj

which does not contain chemical agents,

especially sulphur or chlorine, the surface of

the piece would in all probability not show
j
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any very considerable change. If, how-

ever, the burial is made in a volcanic

region, the pieces are often found massed

together and it is all but impossible to

separate them. Often the silver shows

pittings or other surface imperfections,

but usually enough of the coins are legible

to enable the classification of the others.

Some of the thin incuse staters of Magna
Graecia show a crystalline transforma-

tion of the metal. As a result, the coins

are so brittle that they break easily.

As for bronze in its many forms, (brass,

aurichalchum, copper and pieces plated

with a light coating of silver) it suffers

most of all. Whenever any moisture

is present, oxidation soon takes place,

and frequently the bronze coins in a hoard

will be matted together into a hopeless

mass. Often, they are covered with

verdigris, and sometimes it is impossible

to free them from the accretions. Occa-

sionally, however and this is especially

true with the many forms of Roman
bronzes they take on a patina which

age alone can give. In some places there
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results a beautiful turquoise blue, in others

a rich warm green, while elsewhere a

deep brown tone is acquired. Occasion-

ally lead pieces are found, but, unless they
have been very carefully protected, they
oxidize and crumble.

In dating coin finds, a great deal of

stress is laid upon the condition of the

pieces. Those which show the least signs

of wear are likely to be the latest in the'

find. The term fleur-de-coin (flower of

the die, literally) is used to indicate a

piece which shows no sign of wear, and

which is, therefore, approximately asj

it appeared when it left the die.
Here,)

Gresham's law comes into play again, j

for in making a hoard under ordinary:

conditions, the brightest and freshest
j

pieces are the ones which would be re-!

tained; and as bright coins are likely

to be the most recent, the burial of thei

hoard is presumably to be dated within!

a short time after such pieces were struck,
j

If there occur pieces of one or more cities i

whose coinages have been chronologi-

cally arranged, and the fleur-de-coin pieces

NUMISMATIC NOTES
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in the hoard confirm one another, then

there is strong evidence for dating the

burial shortly after such coins were struck.

With the absence of contradictory evi-

dence on the part of other pieces in the

find, one may with confidence rely upon
the conclusions thus reached.

Obviously, some of the most important
deductions drawn from coin finds are

chronological. The reason is apparent
when we recall that not until a late period

were the Greek coins dated, and that the

Roman coins of the Imperial period are

dated according to the annual Tribunician

Power conferred upon the Emperor. The
Consular issues, of course, are without

such dating, and in placing these in their

proper order, finds have been an indis-

pensable aid. The indications of style

are too slight to serve as criteria, and the

long list of moneyers includes too many
names of those who never achieved enough
distinction to entitle them to a place in

historical records. Hoards of these de-

narii are of frequent occurrence. With

the coming of the Goths and Vandals, and
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throughout the Dark Ages, the coinage

of Europe is rarely dated, with the excep-

tion of the dinars and dirhems of the

Arabs. These are' dated from the year

of the Hejira (the Flight of Mahommed,
622 A.D.), and as they circulated widely

throughout the Christian as well as in

the Moslem world from 800-1400 A.D.,

they aid greatly in placing the other coins

with which they are found.

It is hardly necessary to point out the

value of having the coins of a city or

State arranged in consecutive order.

With the Greeks, such arrangement
demonstrates their artistic growth from

an archaic to a fine style and thence to the

decadence of Hellenistic times, for, as

has been said again and again, Greek coins

form the grammar of Greek Art. The

history of the innumerable city states

is clarified, especially when the names of

the local magistrates begin to appear,

as on the late Athenian tetradrachms

(229 B.C. to the time of Augustus). In

addition, there are valuable sidelights

on the life of the people. Coins late in a
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series will frequently afford an explana-

|tion
of types used centuries before. A

single instance of the classifying value of

finds is submitted.

For many years it has been an open

question whether the coins of Lacedaemon

with the archaic votive statue of Apollo and

some of the succeeding types belonged to

Sparta or to Alaria in Crete, the AA under

ithe second attribution being considered

i retrograde. The authorities were divided,

and the style offered no assistance. Within

the past twenty years, a hoard found in

! Sparta has definitely established that these

coins have nothing to do with Crete.

Aside from these reasons, the chrono-

logical ordering is desirable if only for the

dating of further finds. It is to classi-

fications such as have been outlined above,

that we turn for information in approxi-

mating the dates of new finds Head's

coinage of Syracuse for Sicily ;
of Boeotia

for Central Greece; Gardner's 'Elis';

Evans' 'Horsemen of Tarentum' for

Magna Graecia
;
Mommsen and Haeber-

lin for Pre-Imperial Rome
;

Sir John
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Evans for Early British Coinage ;
Schlum-

berger for the Bracteates all these are

of greatest importance in establishing a

date for the burial of a hoard in which

occur any pieces of the -respective series

of which they treat. These wonderful

arrangements are. edifices into which have

been built all the knowledge and experi-

ence of their authors. Not always is

the reasoning which has governed the

arrangement given ;
in many cases it

would unduly burden the reader. The
stanchness of the whole, however, is its

best claim to consideration as a sound

piece of construction. Style, fabric, types, j

peculiarities of inscription, magistrates'

and artists' signatures all these internal

evidences are utilized to the fullest extent,

while external data, obtained from con-

temporary writers or monumental inscrip-

tions, is combined with information de-

rived from finds and hoards, to bring about

the final result. The ordering of these

bits requires the nicest logical discrimi-

nation and a freedom from bias such as

few investigators possess.
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The confirmative value of finds can

best be demonstrated by a supposititious

case. If we assume three finds each

containing coins of one city, and assume

again that all three may be dated from

the issues of other cities included in the

finds, and that these datings mark an

interval of fifty years, it is evident that

the types occurring in Find B, which are

not in A, are likely to have been issued

during the interval of fifty years which

separates them. This will, also, hold for

Find C as compared with B. By arrang-

ing these pieces in three groups, it will be

seen that we have a criterion of style

enabling the interpolation of other types

which do not occur in these finds. With

information from other sources and the

internal evidences of the coins themselves,

we may by all these means arrive at an

ordering which will meet with general

! acceptance.

Commercial lessons which we may
draw from hoards promise to be of very

great value, but, with comparatively
few exceptions, they have not yet been
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realized. The whole matter of commerce

has hardly been given sufficient weight
in our consideration of the early coinages.

Babelon shows (Traite, Tome I, Parte I,

pp. 23, 24) that it has been possible to

mark out the commercial routes of the

mediaeval merchants from the evidence

provided by finds, coupled with the con-

firmation which the geography of the

country supplies. Thus, we know from

the hoards of oriental coins throughout

Austria, Russia and Sweden the overland

route which the Arabs took to reach a

far-away Scandinavian market. One of

such of these finds numbered over eleven

thousand Arab dinars.

Monsieur A. Blanchet has given an

admirable demonstration of this use of

finds in his very carefully studied essay,

'Recherches sur 1'Influence Commerciales

de Massalia, en Gaule et dans 1'Italie

Septentrionale,
' Revue Beige 1913. He

lists and describes 117 different finds in

which the coins of Marseilles, which began
as a Greek colony, occur. From the

evidence of these finds, he is able to sketch
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not only the growth of the commercial

(influence of the metropolis of Southern

Gaul, but to demonstrate the successive

steps in its growth. This is possible be-

cause the neighboring people imitated

the type of Massalia, and by locating the

occurrence of these imitations, he is able

to define the limits reached by the mer-

chants of this city; and from the types

imitated, approximately the time their

influence reached this section. His con-

clusions are borne out by the coincidence

that the finds occur along the line of the

least geographical resistance.

Most of the deductions which we have

'been discussing as having been drawn

from finds of coins are quasi-historical,

and because it is very difficult to distin-

guish between the information drawn

from the finds and that derived from the

coins themselves, it seems unwise to insist

upon that point in this connection. Let us

bear in mind that the ancient coins, espe-

cially with the Greeks and Romans, are

each of them a historical document. We
have for an illustration the confirmative
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able for study. Monsieur Babelon's ac-

count includes the record of finds of simi-

lar coins, and his position with regard to

them is in all probability the one which

will have the widest acceptance.

Le Tresor d'Auriol, et les Principales Trou~

vailles de Monnaies Grecques Primitives en Occi-

dent. Traite Vol. I. Part 2, pp. 1569-1584.

BOSCOE REALE FIND

Sometimes the circumstances surround-

ing a find date it absolutely, and then

we have a very different angle of approach.

Bosco Reale lies on a slope of Mount
Vesuvius and, together with Pompeii and

Herculaneum, was buried in the eruption

of 79 A.D. One of the villas was unearthed

in 1895 in an unusual state of preserva-

tion. The wall paintings of the cubiculum

of a neighboring estate excavated a few

years later are now exhibited in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

City. The portion of the treasure con-

sisting of well-preserved vessels of silver

in high relief was purchased and given
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to the Louvre. This treasure of silver

vessels and jewelry was discovered in one

of the small rooms in the villa, and not far

away there lay a stretched-out body

perhaps the owner, possibly only a faithful

slave left on guard. As part of the treas-

ure, there was a small chest containing

more than a thousand aurei ranging from

the issues of Augustus to those of Domi-

tian. Knowing that the catastrophe took

place in the year 79, we have a valuable

indication of the types which passed cur-

rent at that date. It was noticeable that

the pieces of Augustus and Tiberius were

more numerous than would have been

expected and that they were worn smooth

through circulation while those of the

other and later Emperors were in the

finest condition. We have here, then, a

burial which was accidental rather than

due to fear, and not in the strictest sense

a hoard at all. Presumably, it consisted

of the "ready money" in possession of the

owner of the estate.
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VICARELLO HOARD

Some hoards suggest that they have

been buried for reasons which do not give

evidence of fear as the determining motive.

Such a one was the hoard of Vicarello

unearthed as long ago as 1852, on the site

of some hot springs which seem to have

been noted for their healing qualities from

very early times. The hoard consisted

not only of the heavy early bronze coinage
of Rome and Central Italy, but coins of

the South Italian Greek cities as well.

The interval covered by the pieces in the

find was great; and the probability is

very strong that we have in this case

offerings made to the Divinity of the

hot springs by those who had benefited

there. Whether or not the accumulation

was the result of a practice such as

maintains today among travellers in Rome
who drop their small coin into the waters

of the Fountain of Trevi we cannot be

sure, but this seems likely. The occur-

rence of the early crude bronze pieces of

the Romans among the others has been
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accepted as prima facie evidence of their

use as currency. Macdonald gives an-

other instance of a similar nature the

find in Coventina's Well at Carrawburgh,
a station on the line of Hadrian's wall.

SAIDA FIND

Saida is a small port on the Syrian coast

of the Mediterranean and was the site

of a find of which an entirely satisfactory

explanation has never been offered. In

the garden of a country estate, in 1820, a

find was exhumed, which from report

seems to have been of considerable size.

Such was the fear of the authorities,

however, that the hoard was secretly

sold to jewelers and probably the greater

part of it was melted. Twenty-three

years later, in 1852, in the same garden,

a second find was made within a few feet

of the site of the first. There were three

leaden vases, each containing about twelve

hundred gold pieces. The local authori-

ties put into prison those who were sus-

pected of having had anything to do with
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the discovery, but their high-handed

procedure obtained for them only about;

eighteen hundred pieces, which were sent!

to Constantinople. The total number of

pieces in the lot must have been over

three thousand; they included staters

and double staters of Alexander and

staters of Philip II. In 1863, that is,

eleven years later, a third discovery wasj

made in this same garden within a short
j

distance of the spot on which the other

two were discovered. As with the second

find, the money was enclosed in three

vases of lead of the same size as the others

but different in shape. Each contained

about twelve hundred pieces. Two held

staters of Alexander the Great only; the

third, other staters as well. Had it been

possible to secure these three hoards

intact and to have had an accurate de-l

scription of them, it is very probable that

we could have arranged the gold coinage

of Alexander the Great completely.
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BLACKMOOR HOARD

This find consisted of close to thirty

thousand coins which were enclosed in

two earthen pots near Woolmer Common
in Hampshire. Evidences of a battle in

the neighborhood, together with its size,

lend color to the conjecture that this may
have been the military chest of Allectus,

the successor of the
"
Emperor

"
of Britain,

and that it was buried just previous to

his last fight, 296 A.D. The hoard is in-

teresting because of the number of pieces

of the two emperors whose coins were the

latest of those present. Of Allectus, there

were ninety, comprising ten varieties, and

of his predecessor, Carausius, 545 speci-

mens, comprising 160 varieties. The reign

of each was brief presumably, most

of their issues were present in the find.

ECONOMY HOARD

It may seem fitting to close with the

account of an American hoard which

offers some points of contrast with those

already mentioned.
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The town of Economy, Pa., is situated

on the Ohio River not far from Pittsburgh.

It was the home of a community known
as the Harmonists, established by George I

Rapp about 1803 at Harmony, Butler i

County, Pa. After removing to Indiana

and back again, one branch of it settled

in Economy. Among its members were

Bernhard Miiller, and two of the sons of I

Robert Owen who had been connected

with the Indiana community. Rapp died

in 1847. Through prosperous business

management the community had accumu- i

lated a sum which was estimated at nearly

$500,000 at the time of the Civil War.
|

From the beginning they had manifested

a distrust of banks and banking institu-

tions, and a large part of this sum was in

bullion, the remainder being in govern-
ment bonds.

In 1863, during the Civil War, the raids!

of the Confederate General Morgan in I

Kentucky, Indiana, and Ohio caused the

secreting of this accumulation in an under-
j

ground vault; and it seems to have re-

mained hidden until 1878, when the in-
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vestment of a large sum in a railroad then

being constructed brought it out of con-

cealment.

The accumulation contained a large

number of comparatively rare dollars and

half-dollars amounting to $75,000, ac-

cording to information which there is very
little reason to doubt. There were eight

hundred dollars of 1795, thirty of 1798

with the small eagle, two 1796 half-dollars

and one of 1797. In addition, there were

French, Spanish, and American pieces

to a value estimated at $12,600. It will

be recalled that these pieces circulated

freely almost up to the time of the Civil

War.

This hoard would have been an ideal

one for numismatic treatment because it

afforded evidence of the circulation within

a definite period of the pieces included.

Unfortunately, with the exception of the

record of the rare mint issues, no informa-

tion regarding the remainder seems to

have been preserved.

In presenting this material, the effort

has been to give a general idea, rather
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better state of preservation than the only
other known specimen. The latter piece,

until now unique, was originally owned by
P. Lambros of Athens and was for the first

time published by S. Komnos in the Revue

Numismatique, 1865, pi. vii, No. 10. It

was later republished by R. Weil in the

Zeitschrift fur Numismatik
,
vol. I, 1874,

pp. 186-7. Eventually the coin passed to

Photiades Pasha, and at the dispersal of

his collection was bought for the Biblio-

theque Nationale where it now reposes.

This particular specimen, once more de-

scribed by M; Babelon in his Traite 2,

Vol. Ill, No. 201, pi. cxcviii, fig. 27,

weighs 5.75 grammes and is therefore an

octobol of the Attic system. Thanks to

the kindness of M. Babelon this coin is

herewith reproduced on Plate I, No. 2.

The new example (Plate I, No. 3) of

the Histisean octobol is in most respects

identical with the Paris specimen, both

having been struck apparently from the

same pair of dies. The writer's coin,

however, weighs 5.59 grammes and is, as

stated above, somewhat better preserved.
1
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The delight experienced at the unex-

pected acquisition of so rare a piece was

but further increased by the opportunity
now presented of deciphering an inscrip

tion engraved in minute letters on the

cross-bar of the stylis held in the Nymph's
hand. This inscription apparently com-

mences with the three letters A A, en-

graved on the left hand portion of the

cross-bar. There are distinct traces of

two more letters on the right hand por-

tion, but these unfortunately are indeciph-
erable. A careful inspection of the Paris

specimen, on which the first three letters

chance to be obliterated but the last two
rather more distinct, would suggest in

view of the probabilities of the case that

these two remaining letters should perhaps
be read N A. Thus by means of the new

specimen M. Svoronos' insistence (Jour.
Int. d'Arch. et Num., 1914, vol. XVI, p.

91) that the cross-bar of the stylis on the

coins of Histiasa once bore an inscription,
is now fully corroborated. We will later

have occasion to return to this inscription
and its probable significance.
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It so happened that but a few days pre-

vious to the fortunate discovery of the

Histiaean octobol, the writer was engaged
in studying a most interesting little hoard

of Fourth Century coins, now preserved

in the National Collection at Athens.

This hoard contains tetradrachms of Philip

II and Alexander the Great, a drachm of

Larissa (400-344 B. C.), two hemidrachms

of Locri Opuntii, a drachm of Boeotia, a

drachm and five hemidrachms of Sicyon,

and a tetrobol of Histisea a total of

thirty five coins. The find was recently

made in the course of some work being

carried on near the mole or jetty at Kypa-
rissia in the Peloponnese. The coins them-

selves are rather heavily coated with oxide,

but their original condition appears to

have been very good. The hoard presents

at least two points of unusual interest. In

the first place it antedates by some five or

six years the earliest known deposit of

Alexander coins the famous gold hoards

of Saida whose probable date of inter-

ment was about the year 322-321 B. C.

The second point of interest lies in the
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'act that the tetrobol of Histisea belongs

to the seated Nymph type, a type that R.

Weil (Z.f. N., 1874, p. 183 ff) considers

to have been first introduced in 312 B. C.,

and possibly as late as 290-289 B. C.

In this he has been followed by Head in

the British Museum Catalogue, Central

Greece, where the coins in question are

placed after 312 B. C. Both the Historia

Numorum and M. Babelon in his Traite

des Monnaies grecques et romaines endorse

this assignment. Needless to say, the

specimen in the Kyparissia Find belongs
to what all these authorities recognize as

the first group of the series, characterized

by full weight and very fine style. Simi-

lar specimens are reproduced on PI. xxiv

figs. 6 and 7 of the British Museum Cata-

logue, PL cxcviii, fig. 28 of the Traite, anc

PI. I, No. 4 of the present article. Now
the dating of our hoard rests entirely upon
the Alexander tetradrachms, and for the

following reasons. The tetradrachms oi

Philip II which it contained, were al

struck previous to 336 B. C., as none 01

them belong to that large category known
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to have been issued for many years after

that monarch's death. The drachm of

Larissa certainly precedes 344 B.C.; the

hemidrachms of theOpuntian Locrians pre-

cede 338 B.C.; the Theban drachm is not

later than 395 B. C.
;
the Sicyonian drachm

and hemidrachms have been assigned by
M. Babelon to the period between 400
and 300 B. C., and by Head previous to

323 B. C., but the Kyparissia specimens
are of rather early style. The Alexander

tetradrachms contained in this hoard are

the issues of three mints only, Amphipo-

lis, Tarsus, and Ake. The Amphipolitan
varieties are types Nos. I, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10,

13, 19 and 25 of the writer's Reattribution

of Certain Tetradrachms of Alexander the

Great in the American Journal of Numis-

matics for 1911. According to the writ-

er's more recent studies, these types are

among the earliest issues of that mint and

should be dated not later than 328 or

327 B. C.

The varieties attributable to Tarsus cor-

respond to Nos. i, 3, 4 and 10 of the writ-

er's Tarsos under Alexander in the Ameri-
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can Journal of Numismatics, Vol. LI I,

1918, where these particular varieties are

assigned to the period comprised between

333 and 328 B. C. Finally, the sole repre-

sentative of the Ake mint corresponds to

No. 2 of the writer's The Dated Alexander

Coinage of Sidon and Ake, where its date

has been shown to be 332-336 B. C. Thus,
we find a difference of some thirteen or

fourteen years, at least, between the latest

Alexander tetradrachms of the Kyparissia
Hoard and the earliest date (313-312 B. C.)

assigned by the leading authorities to the

first appearance of the Histiaean tetrobols

with the seated Nymph for their reverse

type. The presence
2

in the hoard of a

similar tetrobol is therefore sufficiently

disturbing to call for an investigation of

its hitherto accepted dating.

Even a superficial study of all the His-

tiaean tetrobols with the seated Nymph
type soon reveals the fact that those of

the. finest style, as represented by No. 4
on Plate I, stand quite apart from the re-

mainder of the series. Plate II, Nos. 1-5,

give some typical examples of the later
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issues. Except for their types, there is

nothing in common between the two

groups. No artistic or technical continu-

ity is here apparent. Indeed, at first

glance, one would suppose them to have

been separated by an interval of at least

fifty or more years, as in fact they are.

It is quite possible that some of these

later issues really do belong to the com-

mencement of the third century, B. C.,

but one feels an instinctive reluctance

towards placing those of the finest style

(PL I, 4) along with them. Their artistic

merit and the fine technique of their en-

graving is far superior to the usual numis-

matic productions of Greece towards the

very end of the fourth century and later.

The appearance at this time of the beau-

tiful tetrobol and its accompanying octo-

bol would be very extraordinary.

The question was finally settled in the

writer's own mind, by the acquisition in

Geneva of an almost uncirculated speci-

men of the first issue of Histiaea, the Eu-

bceic drachm with the reverse type of the

cow and vine. This piece, formerly in
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the collection of the late Dr. Pozzi of

Paris, is here reproduced Plate I, No. I.

The series to which this coin belongs has

been assigned by all scholars since Weil

to the years 369-338 B.C. A comparison
between the obverse of this drachm and

that of the octobol (Plate I, No. 3) reveals

at once a striking similarity, one should

say identity, of style and execution.

Every artistic criterion would cause one

to suppose that their respective obverse

dies had been cut by one and the same
hand. The details of treatment to be

seen in the eye, the mouth, the nose and

profile, as well as the similarity of the

planes throughout, certainly reveal the

handiwork of a single die-cutter. Even
if we should set aside this apparently self-

evident fact as impossible of definite proof,

the style of the two coins is yet far too

close to allow us to believe that some

twenty six years (to take the smallest

limit allowed us by our authorities, that

is, between 338 and 312 B. C.) could have

elapsed between the striking of the two
coins. If not actually contemporaneous,
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they must have followed, the one upon the

other, with but a very small intervening

time. In other words, a consideration of

style alone apparently forces us to assign

the little group of Histiaean octobols and

tetrobols, of fine style and with the seated

Nymph reverse, to a period preceding the

year 338 B. C., at which date the island

of Eubcea finally fell into Philip's power
and all local coinage ceased. Such an

assignment, forcibly suggested by a close

consideration of the coins themselves, is

proved by the contents of the Kyparissia

Hoard. The well nigh impossible propo-
sition that this find, or for that matter

any other find, could contain a coin sup-

posedly struck more than fourteen years
later than any one of its companion pieces

in the hoard is thus avoided. The result

is that our Euboeic drachms with the cow
and vine reverse, as well as the attic octo-

bols and the earliest group of the corre-

sponding tetrobols with the seated Nymph
reverse, must both be assigned to the

period between 369 and 338 B. C. The

problem now is, at just what time,
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within the limits of this period, did the

change in type and weight take place ?

It chances that we have been given a

fairly clear insight by Demosthenes, and

other writers, of the events which occurred

in Histiaea3 at the period when Philip and

Athens were rapidly drifting into their

final struggle. For some years the Mace-

donian king had held secure possession of

the Thessalian mainland lying immedi-

ately opposite Histiaea. The inhabitants

of Oreus, as Histioea is usually called by
the Attic writers, had long been divided

into two bitterlyopposed factions . Finally,

a certain Philistides, an ardent philippiser,

gained the ascendancy with Macedonian

help, and Euphraeus, the leader of the

opposing or Athenian faction, was seized

and cast into prison where he shortly

afterwards committed suicide. To make
his success assured, Philistides secured

from the mainland a contingent of Mace-
donian soldiers and, with their aid, he was

able to maintain his position as tyrant of

Histiaea and the representative of Philip
in this portion of Eubcea. But soon the
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fiery eloquence of Demosthenes, his patri

otic pleading, his denunciation of Philip's

policy which very evidently threatened

the power and even the existence of

Athens, gained the ascendancy in the As-

sembly. At his instigation certain envoys,
and later a military and naval force under

Phokion, were sent to Euboea. The op-
erations against Histisea were crowned

with complete success. Histiaea was

freed, Philistides was forced to flee (Steph.

Byz. even states that he was killed), and

the Macedonians expelled from the island.

These events took place in the autumn
and winter of 341-340 B. C. Histiaea,

together with the remainder of Eubcea,
became an ally of Athens against Philip,

and two years later their soldiers fought
shoulder to shoulder on the disastrous

field of Chraeonea. With that decisive

defeat Eubcea once more came under the

dominion of Philip.

Such were the historical events, here so

briefly detailed, that not only explain the

sudden introduction of the Attic weight
and new types into the Histiaean coinage,
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but also clearly show that this probably
took place early in 340 B. C. immediately

following the expulsion of Philistides and

his Macedonians. In other words, we
must now assign the Histiaean octobols

and their accompanying tetrobols to the

period of 340-338 B. C. The extreme

rarity of the larger denomination and the

comparative scarcity of the tetrobol of

finest style make it evident that their

issue was not one of long duration. Their

Attic weight would also seem to corrobo-

rate the new dating proposed here. Is it

not natural to suppose that Histiaea should

have adopted the weight standard of the

now dominant power in Eubcea and her

liberator from the Macedonian yoke?

Especially is such a procedure likely in

view of the fact that a combined campaign

against the Macedonian power was now

apparently imminent.

Finally, a study of the new type adopted

by the Histiaeans will, in the writer's opin-

ion, but add a further proof, if such be

needed, that the new coinage of Attic

weight was inaugurated as a result and at
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the time of the Athenian expedition to

Histiaea. In the first place, it is evident

that the type of a divinity seated upon
a ship, or the portion of a ship, is indeed

an innovation on the coinages of Greece

proper. Later, a similar motive was
chosen by Antigonus Doson when he

placed upon his tetradrachms the repre-

sentation of Apollo seated upon a ship's

prow. Several coins struck by the Mag-
netes of Thessaly depict Artemis seated

also upon a prow; while throughout the

second and first centuries B.C., the Ara-

dians placed the tyche of their city, seated

sometimes upon an entire galley, some-

times only upon the prow, upon their

bronze coins. Other Phoenician cities did

the same, but in these cases the divinities

are always standing. One thing is certain,

namely that Histiaea, of all the cities of

Greece, was the first, by many years, to

adopt the type of a divinity seated upon
a ship.

Only in one other instance, in Cyprus,
do we find a similar motive employed dur-

ing the fourth century B. C. The coin
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here referred to is the handsome stater of

an as yet unidentified ruler, perhaps Aris-

tochus of Curium, which gives a very
beautiful representation of Athene, hold-

ing an aplustre, and seated upon a ship's

prow. In view of the close association

proposed above between the Athenian ex-

pedition and the adoption by the His-

tiaeans of a similar motive, it is most in-

teresting to note that R. Kekule has called

attention to the artistic connection4 be-

tween the Cypriote stater and a portion
of the balustrade of the temple of Athena-

Nike at Athens. M. Babelon goes further

and makes the interesting suggestion
5
that,

because of the evident Athenian origin of

its type, this stater may have been struck

by the Athenian Aristophanes, son of

Nikophemus, who had been active during
the wars in Cyprus against the Persians.

Now Athene on this coin holds an aplus-

tre in her hand and gazes at it atten-

tively. This fact and the close association

of the motive with the design on the Nike

temple at Athens strongly suggests that

the stater itself commemorates some naval
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victory. Such an interpretation is entirely

supported by the type of Apollo seated on

a prow as chosen at a later period by An-

tigonus Doson. Imhoof-Blumer has clearly
shown that Antigonus adopted this type
in direct reference to his important naval

victory gained over the Egyptians off the

island of Cos and near the Hieron of Apollo

Triopios on the mainland.

It would seem entirely plausible to sup-

pose that Histiaea adopted the Nymph
and stern type for some similar reason,

perhaps a successful naval skirmish how-

ever small this may have been inciden-

tal to the expulsion of Philistides. To be

sure, our brief historical sources make no

mention of any naval engagement in the

operations which resulted in the liberation

of Histiaea. Nevertheless, the mere ap-

proach of the powerful Athenian fleet,

threatening to cut the communications of

Philistides and his partisans with the only
true source of their power the Macedon-

ian army and its base in Thessaly
would have all the effects of a victorious

naval battle. It was certainly the naval
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lupremacy that Athens at this time en-

oyed which enabled her to stem the rising

;ide of Macedonian influence on the island

of Eubcea. In view of the Athenian sea-

)ower it would be surprising if the libera-

tion of Histiaea had been accomplished by
.and operations alone, particularly as these

successful operations appear to have been

of such short duration.

At first glance we may not seem en-

tirely warranted in thus tracing an impor-
tant coin type to an admittedly conjectural

event. On the other hand, certain defi-

nite indications would seem to corroborate

our theory. In the first place, we had oc-

casion to note above that one similar type

certainly, and another probably, refers

directly to a naval victory. Secondly
Histiaea was the first to introduce this

motive on the coinage of Greece proper
Because of its novelty there must have

been some explicit reason for the type
chosen

;
while the presence of the ship's

stern indicates plainly that something
connected with the sea must have playec
an important part in the choice. Finally
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the employment of the stern, instead of the

prow, would seem to give us a definite clue

to the reason for the adoption of the type.

It was evidently adopted for the express

purpose of displaying the stylis,
6 at which

the Nymph Histiaea gazes with such man-

ifest surprise and delight. This makes the

stylis unquestionably the central point of

interest around which revolves the entire

design. The Nymph herself, by her very

attitude, directs the onlooker's eye to the

stylis upon which we have found engraved
the word A A (N A). This, then, must

represent the key to the entire problem.
Now M. Svoronos in his most interest-

ing and important article on the origin,

meaning, and use of the stylis has clearly

demonstrated that it was originally the

palladium, the tutelary divinity of the ves-

sel itself. For this reason it was placed

upon the most vital portion of the ship,

the stern, where was to be found, to use

his own words, "le gouvernail et le timo-

nier, la force et Tame du navire, dont de-

pend tout mouvement et le sort meme de
j

la navigation." Furthermore, the name
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of the god was often inscribed upon the

stylis, as it was not always easy to recog-

nize by the shape of the stylis alone, the

god it was intended to represent. In proof

of this M. Svoronos calls attention to a

Greek vase of the fourth century B. C.,

found near Santa Maria di Capua, upon
which is represented a ship's stern and the

stylis. Upon the cross-bar of the stylis is

engraved ZEY3 3QTHP. M. Svoronos

further says :

" Dans les armees de terre,

ou rarement etait possible de presenter

subitement, d'un point visible a tous, des

idoles ou symboles, on donnait les diffe-

rents ordres, surtout le mot &orare de la

bataille, par des mots, qui devaient rester

secrets. Ces mots, appeles aussi ffwe-^fMra,

n'etaient autre que les noms des dieux dont

on invoquait la presence et la protection &

icette heure critique. Sur une de nos

stylides-idoles nous avons vu le nom de

Zefo Zwrifc. Or ces deux mots sont ceux

que nous trouvons le plus souvent comme
des mots d'ordre des armees sur terre."

He goes on to give numerous Greek watch-

words and battlecries that have come
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down to us, among which should' be no-

ticed particularly : 'A0ijva IlaXXds, and

'A6i)vala. Now, it is evident from the ar-

guments and proofs brought together by
M. Svoronos that the stylis was to be to

the single ship or the entire squadron what

the standard was to an army. It was,

namely, the orinamrne, the palladium, the

symbol of the divinity, presiding over the

destinies of its proteges and leading them

to certain victory. Moreover, the name
of the protecting deity was sometimes in-

scribed upon a tablet attached to the shaft

of the stylis. Thus, we conclude that the

word AOA(NA), inscribed upon the cross-

bar of our stylis, unmistakeably indicates

under whose mighty guidance the events

took place, events of such importance to

Histiaea that led to the adoption of a new

weight standard and a new design for her

coinage. But certainly no event in the

fourth century history of that city would

better accord with these new types than

her liberation, by the help of Athens, from

the tyranny of Philistides and his Mace-

donian soldiery. Was not Athene the tute-
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lary goddess of the great city which had

sent her best general, Phokion, to lead her

own forces and those of the Athenian sym-

pathizers recently driven from Histiaea?

Furthermore, was there not a persistent

tradition, a tradition no doubt invoked by
all Athenians and their Histiaean friends,

that the Eubcean city had once been

founded by emigrants from the Attic

deme of Histiasa (Strabo X) ? Soon after

the expulsion of the Persians from Greece,

Histiasa became subject to Athens, and in

445 B.C. Pericles settled some two thou-

sand Kleruchoi in the city. Thucidides

also states that when Eubcea revolted in

411 B. C., the only city in all the island

that remained faithful to Athens was His-

tiaea. Thus, there had evidently been for

a long time a strong tradition of attach-

ment to Athens, and we may be sure that

under the Macedonian tyranny the de-

cisive intervention of Athene, to save what

was but her own, was eagerly prayed for.

Little wonder then, that when this was

finally accomplished, the graceful figure of

Histiaea's eponymous Nymph, seated upon
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the ship's stern, reads with such rapt at-

tention and manifest delight the inspiring

battle cry of Athene the Saviour. For we

may surmise that the full expression may
well have been 'Adava Swrifca, but the nec-

essarily small size of our stylis allowed the

engraver to give but the first word.

The present is an excellent opportunity
to publish, evidently for the first time,

what appears to be an obol, Plate I, 5, be-

longing to the same series. Hitherto, at

least so far as the writer has been able to

discover, only octobols and tetrobols of

the fine style group of coins bearing the

seated Nymph type have been known.

Neither Head in the British Museum Cat-

alogue and the Historia Numorum (both

first and second editions), nor M. Babelon

in his Traite 2, vol. Ill, assign any other

denomination in silver than the two

already mentioned, to this particular

group. Two specimens of the obol came
into the writer's possession some years

ago. The coin bears on its obverse a fine

head of the Nymph, identical in style and

details with that on the octobols (Plate I,
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2 and 3) and the tetrobol (Plate I, 4).

Its reverse presents the same type of the

Nymph Histiasa seated to right upon a

ship's stern. Here, too, she gazes intently

at the stylis before her, while the attitude

of her left hand apparently expresses the

same feelings of pleasure and surprise that

M. Svoronos7
first noticed on the tetrobol.

The better preserved of the two specimens
in the author's collection weighs grammes

0.77, the other grammes 0.75, showing
that they are obols of the Attic system.

The close association of these obols with

the tetrobol, Plate I, 4, is proved both by
their absolute identity of style and by the

presence, behind the Nymph, of the same

magistrate's symbol, a Bunch of Grapes.

Needless to say these new coins are far too

small to bear any inscription on the cross-

bar of the stylis.

The foregoing study apparently leads us

to assign to the years 340-338 B. C. the

compact little group of Attic octobols, tet-

robols, and obols characterized by their

uniformly fine style and their reverse type
of the eponymous Nymph of Histisea
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seated on a galley's stern. In this series

we must recognize something in the nature

of a commemorative issue, struck in the

first flush of the city's triumphant libera-

tion, with Athenian aid, from Macedonian

overlordship. In view of the unexpected

unanimity of the numismatic, archaeologi-

cal, and historical evidence it has been

possible to present, is it too presumptuous
to believe that the new dating here pro-

posed must eventually be accepted ?
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excuse will serve also for the writer's in-

tention to republish certain hoards which

have already been dealt with by pre-

vious writers, but which, nevertheless, still

possess considerably more information than

they have as yet been made to impart.

A series of articles, inaugurated by the

present one, is intended, therefore, not

only as an introduction to the study of

Alexandrine coinage, but also to place on

record such statistics and notes relating

to finds of Alexander coins as the writer

has been able to gather from time to time

in the course of his studies.

In view of the fact that a great deal of

our knowledge concerning the coinages

of Alexander and his successors will have

to rest, in the final analysis, upon the

evidences as established by coin hoards,

it is peculiarly unfortunate that the latter

have so seldom been studied or even re-

corded with any care. The number of

published hoards is indeed small. The

majority of such finds, as chance to have

contained Alexander coins, have usually

been immediately dispersed and so lost
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beyond the hope of recovery, while dealers

have been at pains to rid themselves, as

soon as possible, of what to them was al-

most in the nature of a drug on the market.

A notable and honorable exception has

been the activity displayed by the Greek

Government and, above all, by M. Jean
N. Svoronos, director of the Hellenic

National Collection, in securing and pre-

serving as intact as possible all hoards

unearthed in Greek territory. In this

way several important finds have been

saved from the general loss. On the whole,

though, the greater number of Alexander

hoards have been unearthed east of the

^Egaean, and the conditions obtain-

ing there have not been favorable to

their preservation for scientific purposes.

Therefore, every little we may have is

of value, and this is the reason for the

attention bestowed, in the following ar-

ticles, on some mutilated record, or. on

what is now the mere skeleton of a once

important find.
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THE KYPARISSIA HOARD

THE first hoard which has been chosen

for publication and study is a small find

of thirty-five coins now preserved in the

National Collection in Athens. The dis-

tinguished director of that fine collection,

M. Jean N. Svoronos, has recently and

very kindly given the writer permission to

publish this interesting hoard, and the

opportunity is here taken of thanking him

sincerely for his generosity in thus placing

these coins at our disposal. The chief

reason for the selection of the Kyparissia
Hoard as worthy of heading the list of finds

which throw some light on the Alexander

question, lies in the fact that it is the oldest

in point of burial of all the Alexander

hoards known to us. It should therefore

definitely fix what were some of the earliest

issues of Alexander the Great. It, also,

incidentally corroborates the datings pre-

viously assigned by the writer to these

particular issues.

Only a few of the coins contained in the

find have been reproduced, both because
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their types are for the most part common,
and especially because the coins themselves

have suffered considerably from oxidation

and so lend themselves but indifferently to

reproduction. Those which have been

selected were cleaned since their discovery,

but it will be seen that, even so, their con-

dition leaves much to be desired. The
autonomous issues have not been cleaned

and are, therefore, too poor to reproduce.
In order that the student may clearly

appreciate what particular types of the

Greek autonomous coinages were included

in the hoard, reference in their description

will be made to the plates of M. Babelon's

Traite des Monnaies grecques et romaines.

In the following detailed description

each coin has been given a number for

convenience of reference in the discussion.

The second number (in parenthesis and

following the first) is the serial number

given to the coin in the official records

of the National Numismatic Museum,
Athens. In describing the Philip and

Alexander coins reference is made, where

possible, to Ludwig Muller's Numismatique
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d'Alexandre le Grand and Numismatique dc

Philip II, Copenhagen, 1855. The Danish

scholar's assignment of these coins to

various mints has been completely dis-

regarded, as the greater number of his

attributions are worthless, having been

based on a theory of mint marks long ago

shown to have been erroneous. Instead,

attributions to certain mints are made
which the writer, because of his long study
of this subject, feels are entirely justified.

Some of these have already been discussed

by him in his previous writings, and in such

cases reference to them will be added. Inj

cases where his attributions have not as

yet been published, the reader's indulgence

is asked until the appearance of a work

now in preparation. The scope of the

present article is not such as to lend itself

to necessary lengthy discussions on various

mints and their issues, nor is the material

here presented of sufficient quantity to

make such discussions either clear or of

value.

The Kyparissia Hoard contained the

following coins :
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LARISSA IN THESSALY, 400-344 B.C.

1 (1060) DRACHM.
Obv. Head of Nymph facing.

Rev. Horse feeding.

Type of British Museum Cat., Thessaly, PI.

vi, No. i.

LOCRI OPUNTII, 387-338 B.C.

2 (1061) TRIOBOL.

Obv. Head of Persephone to r.

Rev. onONTION. Ajax to r.

Type of Babelon, Traite, PI. ccvii, fig. 4.

3 (1062) Similar.

THEBES IN BCEOTIA, 426-395 B.C.

4 (1063) HEMIDRACHM.
Obv. Boeotian shield.

Rev. Kantharos in incuse square.
Type of Babelon, Traite, PI. cc, figs. 23, 24.

SICYON, circa 400-300 B.C.

5 (1064) DRACHM.
Obv. Dove to 1. and SI.

Rev. Dove to 1. in wreath. E.

Type of Babelon, Traite, PI. ccxxi, fig. 24.

6 (1065) TRIOBOL.

Obv. Chimaera to 1. and SI.

Rev. Dove to 1.

Type of Babelon, Traite, PI. ccxxi, fig. 29.
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14 (1037) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. Beneath horse, DOUBLE
HEAD and BEE.

Variety not in Miiller.

J5 (1036) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. Beneath horse, DOUBLE
HEAD.

Type of Miiller, No. 269.

ALEXANDER III OF MACEDON,
336-323 B.C.

MINT OF AMPHIPOLIS.

16 (1051) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Head of young Heracles.

Rev. AAEHAXAPOT. Zeus aetophor seat-

ed to 1. on throne. In front, DOUBLE
HEAD.

Type of Miiller, style I, No. 853.

17 (1052) Similar.

18 (1053)

19 (1042) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. In front, PROW.

Type of Miiller, style I, No. 503.

20 (1043) Similar.
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21 (1044) Similar.

22 (1045)

23 (1049) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. In front, STERN.

Type of Miiller, style I, No. 758.

24 (1050) Similar.

25 (1054) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. In front,. RUDDER.

Variety not in Miiller.

26 (1046) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. In front, AMPHORA.

Type of Miiller, style I, No. 527.

27 (1041) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. In front, IVY LEAF.

Type of Miiller, style I, No. 244.

28 (1048) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. In front, QUIVER.
Type of Miiller, style I, No. 591.

29 (1040) TETRADRACHM.

Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar. In front, CLUB and

Type of Miiller, style I, No. 138.
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a fair amount of accuracy. Let us first

take up the autonomous issues. Of these

the Histiaean tetrobol (No.n) is the only

one whose date of issue has as yet been

closely determined. Although previous

writers have agreed in assigning it to a

period after 313-312 B.C., the present writer

has recently shown 2 that this late dating

is certainly erroneous with regard to the

tetrobols of finest style and their accom-

panying octobols and obols. This particu-

lar group, characterized by its peculiarly

fine style, must have been struck imme-

diately after the Athenian liberation of the

city from Macedonian suprem'acy in 340
B.C. The series probably came to an end

in 338 B.C., when the battle of Chseronea

put a stop, for the time being, to all aspira-

tions for liberty in central Greece. The
island of Eubcea almost immediately
afterwards came once more under Mace-

donian domination. It is therefore only

the tetrobols of late style and debased

weight far more numerous than the

small issue represented by No. 1 1 that

can be assigned to the period after 312 B.C.
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To the other autonomous issues repre-

sented in our hoard, somewhat lengthy

periods of issue have been assigned. It

is significant, however, that, with the pos-

sible exception of the Sicyonian drachm

(No. 5) and triobols (Nos. 6-10), they all

come to an end by 338 B.C. As regards

these triobols M. Babelon has assigned to

them the wide margin of time extending

from 400 to 300 B.C. To the writer, Head's

dating, which runs only to 322 B.C., would

seem to be the more acceptable, especially

as about 330 B.C. and certainly by 325

B.C. a large issue of staters and tetra-

drachms bearing Alexander's types was

instituted at Sicyon. This issue may have

entirely done away with the striking of

autonomous coins here, at least it must

have considerably curtailed their output.

For us, however, this is somewhat be-

side the point because the comparatively
fine style exhibited by Nos. 5 to 10 show

that they must have been struck before

the commencement of the last quarter of

the fourth century B.C.

The four examples of the tetradrachm
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issues of Philip II contained in the Kyparis-

sia Find all belong to the lifetime of that

king. None of them belong to the large

series of posthumous issues which made
their appearance, at first sporadically and

in small numbers, later about 320-318
B.C. in extraordinarily large quantities.

The four specimens are therefore to be

dated before 336 B.C.

The presence in the find of tetradrachms

of Alexander the Great show, it is needless to

say, that our hoard must have been buried

after his accession to the Macedonian

throne.
t Furthermore, it is his coins which

will have to furnish us with any information

as to their date of burial, because none of

the autonomous issues always with the

possible exception of the Sicyonian triobols

come down later than 338 B.C. The
Alexander tetradrachms, Nos. 16-25, are

representatives of the first issue under

Alexander at Amphipolis, just as No. 15 is

a representative of the last issue under

Philip at the same mint. These issues

probably covered the years 336 to 334 B.C.

The second issue, covering the years 333 and
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332 B.C., is represented by Nos. 26 and 27.

The third issue, covering the year 331

B.C,, is represented by No. 28, while Nos.

29 and 30 represent the fourth issue for the

years 330 and 329 B.C. These earlier

issues of Amphipolis were somewhat in-

adequately treated by the present writer

in his first monograph on the subject of

Alexander's coinages (Reattribution of Cer-

tain Tetradrachms of Alexander the Great,

Am. Jour, of Num., Vol. XLV, 1911).

Since that time a great deal of new material

has come to light which will necessitate

certain changes being made in some of the

details of that article. Nevertheless, the

general scheme appears to hold, and, in

particular, the earlier issues of the great

Macedonian mint seem to have been cor-

rectly assembled. Unfortunately, the

writer made the mistake of too implicitly

following his predecessors in the accepted

interpretation of the dates found on the

Alexander coins of Ake. This reacted on

the dates given to the contemporaneous
Macedonian issues, which were thus made
to cover too long a period. At that time
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also, the writer was uncertain whether

these particular Macedonian coins were

struck in Pella or Amphipolis, and was

rather inclined to decide in favor of the

former mint. Since then his continued

studies have revealed the fact that the coins

represented by Muller's Class I and the

writer's types 1-51a in the above-men-

tioned work, must be assigned to Am-

phipolis.

The issues of the Cilician mint of Tarsus

have been recently worked out in detail by
the writer.3 By this we see that the Tar-

sian specimens, Nos. 31-34 in the Kypa-
rissia Find, all belong to the first issue of

the mint in the Cilician metropolis. This

issue covered the years 333 to 328 in-

clusive, and their presence in our hoard

corroborates the dates assigned to their

companion pieces of Amphipolis.
The remaining Alexander tetradrachm,

No. 35, is of the Ake mint. The type was

shown by the writer in his "The Dated

Alexander Coinage of Sidon and Ake" to

have been struck between 332 and 330 B.C.

The presence in the Kyparissia Hoard of
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these particular varieties of the Alexander

type makes them reciprocally substantiate

the dates assigned to them individually.

Furthermore, none of these coins fall later,

apparently, than 328 B.C. None of the

Philip tetradrachms are later than 336

B.C., nor are the autonomous coins al-

ways with the possible exception of the

Sicyonian triobols later than 338 B.C.,

which fact, in turn, sustains the early

dating assigned to the Alexander tetra-

drachms. With regard to the triobols of

Sicyon in the find, we have indicated that

there is reason to believe that they too do

not conflict with the other indications of an

early date for the hoard's burial. There-

fore, if we are to allow a little time for

the latest of the Alexander pieces to reach

the western Peloponnesus, the original

owner of this hoard could not possibly have

buried it previous to 327 B.C. On the

other hand, the coins could not have been

buried very much after this date, as is

probable from the fact that the im-

mediately succeeding issues of Amphipolis
and Tarsus were very large indeed, and so
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examples would soon have found their way
into the hoarder's savings, as he seems to

have drawn so largely on the issues of these

two mints. It is also significant that none

of the large Alexander issues of Sicyon, |

which commenced to appear at just about I

this time, are represented in the find.

A glance at the hoard as a whole does not

tell us much concerning its former owner or

the circumstances which led to its burial.

It is curious that it contained no Athenian,

Corinthian, or Elian coins. One would

think that the comparatively common is-

sues of the last named place, at least, would

be represented in a hoard buried not far

away. This perhaps suggests that the

former owner may have been a Mace-

donian soldier stationed in the Pelopon-
nesus after the unsuccessful attempt, in

330 B.C., of the Spartan king Agis to over-

throw the Macedonian supremacy. As

a follower of the regent Antipater his pay,

conceivably, would have been largely in!

Alexander tetradrachms, especially those of

the principal Macedonian mint Amphipolis.

The Phoenician and some of the Cilician
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tetradrachms might have constituted a

portion of the large amounts of silver which

Arrian (III, 16, 17) says Alexander caused

to be forwarded from Syria to Antipater
for the express purpose of carrying on the

war against the Lacedaemonians. The
lesser denominations, then, especially the

triobols of Sicyon, would represent the

small change the soldier had received on
the local market when he made purchases
with his tetradrachms. What the Larissan,

Theban, and Histiaean pieces are doing so

far from home is not easy to conjecture

unless, indeed, they were odd pieces

brought along from his previous station in

Thebes, Thessaly, or Euboea where we
know the Macedonian Government kept

strong garrisons. Mere fanciful conjec-

ture all this may be, but to the writer it

seems to cover the facts in the case. Con-

jecture, however, it will always remain.

The real interest of the Kyparissia Find

lies entirely in the light it throws on the

circulation and dates of the Alexander

tetradrachms which form its largest

portion.
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has been the endeavor of The American

Numismatic Society to obtain specimens
of such coins and the data concerning them.

The necessity of collecting all possible in-

formation and specimens at the time, while

events were fresh and the coins could be

acquired, was especially borne in mind.

This decision was made chiefly because of

the woeful lack of knowledge concerning

that previous series of crudely struck coins

and counterstamped pieces, issued in

Mexico by both the Patriots and Royalists

during the War of Independence between

1 8 10 and 1822. Then, unfortunately,

and for a long time afterwards, little

attention was paid to those early pieces,

and not much pertinent and interesting

information concerning them remains to-

day; or if it does, it has not been res-

urrected for the numismatic fraternity.

Although we have much knowledge and

data concerning the extensive coinage of

Morelos, the Commander of the Army of

the South, there is much more we do not

know. We have the coinage of General

Vargas, struck at Sombrerete in Zacatecas,
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but numismatists know little about this

man or his coinage. Also there are the

various issues struck by the Royalists and

the Central Junta, and the many counter-

stamped pieces, the product of the time,

of which for the most part we are ignorant

as to details. This is especially unfortu-

nate as these pieces would, with more in-

formation, be as interesting as any similar

series issued in Europe.

Without attempting to trace the history

of the present revolution or, rather, series

of revolutions, we can see that the unrest

in Mexico, which had been quietly slumber-

ing for a number of years, had its beginning

about 1910 when General Porfirio Diaz

was elected president for the eighth time.

Although the old gentleman was alive to

the mutterings of discontent, he was

overpersuaded by his advisers to con-

tinue his presidency. In November of

that year the revolution started under

the leadership of Senor Francisco Madero.

Diaz had to leave Mexico in May, 1911,

and, after a short period of provisional

government, Madero became president
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His rule was short-lived and lasted from

November 6, 1911, until February 13,

1913, when a coup d'etat took place and

his murder resulted a few days later. Dur-

ing the next month rebellions again broke

out in the North under the command of

Generals Carranza and Villa, although

some time before there had been in the

South, where Zapata and his followers were

strong, a very decided opposition to any
of the existing governments.

During these first two years, events

moved quickly, which resulted in many
changes as to politics, but as far as coin

issues were concerned we find nothing.

With the rapid rise of the Constitu-

tionalist forces of the North and the

organization of their territory, we begin

to get our revolutionary coinage. This

was due probably to the urgent need of

a more stable currency and the fact that

the civil war had already devastated the

land, and what money there was formerly

had been either buried or exported. The
first currency to be issued consisted of

enormous quantities of paper money which
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became practically valueless. In fact, it

looked for a time as though numismatists

would be poorly repaid for their trouble in

trying to find any coins. As paper money
cost practically nothing to issue, and for

the most part was put into circulation by
force, the necessity of coining money was

reduced to a minimum. As a matter of

fact when any silver or copper was actu-

ally coined, the bullion for it was either

stolen or taken over by threats or by force,

and the cost of production was conse-

quently very small. Even when silver

money was issued-, it disappeared from

circulation almost instantly, as the flood

of paper money made it profitable to

melt up the new coin or else export it.

Large amounts of coin are, nevertheless,

in the country from the fact that much
has been forced out of hiding by threats,

torture, and other high-handed methods.

Also it is a well-known fact that vast

sums have been smuggled across the border

into the United States. It has been re-

ported that Villa has sent into the United
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States several million pesos that he coined

in Chihuahua. See No. 22, page 20.

The first of these revolutionary issues,

especially in the North, were struck with

the intention of giving full weight and

value. In the South, the coins were

stamped with values much in excess of

their bullion worth, but later were fol-

lowed in some instances by a pure token

coinage in copper with denominations of

silver coins. The alloying of gold in the

silver coins is interesting. When done

intentionally the amount of gold was

stated on the coin, as in the case of the

Zapata and Oaxaca issues.

The scope of this monograph is the

metallic coinage of the period in question

issued by the different revolutionary bands

and it makes no pretensions of chronicling

the coins issued in Mexico City that

followed the regular standards; nor is

any attempt made to take up the many
and various issues of paper and cardboard

money that flooded the country.

Although it has been the aim to chronicle

all the varieties struck, the impossibility of
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doing so is realized. Undoubtedly some

pieces have escaped notice. The writer

has heard rumors of other pieces but has

been unable to get sufficient data about

the issuers or descriptions of the pieces.

There have been reports of square gold

pieces circulating in certain of the moun-

tain districts
;
more definite reports come

regarding crude pieces of silver bullion

passing current along the Chihuahua and

Sonora borders in the mining districts of

the Sierra Madre. These are not coins

and consequently are not included in the

catalogue ; they are simply pieces of silver

weighing one or two ounces, and passing

for one and two pesos, respectively.

One would naturally expect to find

counterstamps as a result of the many
changes, but to my knowledge there has

been but one counterstamp and that

on one of the revolutionary pieces. The

probable reason for this absence of sur-

charging was the scarcity of coins to re-

validate, and the fact of no great amount

of enemy issues getting into the posses-

sion of the other side.
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The opportunity is herewith taken to

acknowledge my thanks to the following

collectors for information and the loan of

certain coins :

Sig. Ignacio Fernandez Esperon of the

Mexican Consulate, New York, for much
valuable information concerning events

in Mexico.

Dr. Francis C. Nicholas for much
useful information, and the gift to the

Society of a number of these revolutionary

coins.

Rev. A. D. Chaurand for the history

of the Oaxaca issues.

Mr. George F. Brown for the loan of

coin No. 25.

Mr. H. L. Hill for No. 41.

Mr. John F. Le Blanc for Nos. 10, 27,

28, and 46.

Dr. T. W. Voetter for No. 26.

Mr. E. E. Wright for Nos. 12, 13, 14, 16,

21,44, and 47.

Mr. Farran Zerbe for Nos. 2, 42, and 43.

All the other coins described are in the

collection of The American Numismatic

Society.
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3 Peso. Same as No. I, but showing
the design more clearly.

Size 39 mm. Weight of five specimens

examined, 26.50, 27.26, 27.43, 29.31,

29.64 gr. (409, 421, 423-5, 452.5, and

457.5 grains). Silver. Plate II.

These dollars, for the most part, show

the design better than did the Buelna

specimens, but the edges were left very

rough and consequently had to be filed

considerably. They can be distinguished

more readily from the Buelna pieces by
their weight. They are also rare because

the bullion value in them was in excess

of their face value, especially as the low

valuation of the paper money made it

profitable to melt them up. They assay

about nine-tenths silver, one-tenth copper,

and a small showing of gold.

The next issue was a series of struck Parrai

coins made at Parrai in Chihuahua. It is

said that the silver had been confiscated

from near-by mines, and the rumor went

around that they contained considerable

gold. This, however, is probably not so.

There are various conflicting accounts
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Rev. i PESO, within partial wreath and
half circle of annulets.

Edge reeded. Size 39 mm. Weights
of pieces examined vary from 25.92

to 27.59 gr. (400 to 426 grains). Silver.

Plate III.

5 50 Centavos. Obv. FUERZAS CONS-

TITUCIONALISTAS -X- 1913 '.'.- (Constitu-

tionalist Forces). In centre, a crude

representation of the radiate liberty

cap, dotted border.

Rev. 50 | CENTAVOS; above, a small

radiate liberty cap on pole, at each side

spray of leaves, dotted border.

Edge reeded. Size 30 mm. Weights

vary from 12.96 to 13.47 gr - (2O to

208 grains). Silver. Plate IV.

Specimens have been noted with plain

edge.

The copper coinage consisted of a two-

centavo piece. The trolley wire of the

Parral-Santa Barbara Railway Company
was used to make this coinage.

6 2 Centavos. Obv. 2 i in wreath with-

in a circle, outside of which FUERZAS
CONSTITUCIONALISTAS I. Outside bor-

der of dots.
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Muera
Huerta
Issues

Rev. Within circle a radiate liberty cap ;

outside and on each side, spray of

leaves; below, 1913, made by stippling.

Size 25 mm. Copper. Plate IV.

Probably the next issue, at any rate

in the North, is the Muera Huerta piece.

This was coined at Cuencame, an old

Indian village between Torreon and

Durango, in Durango State, under orders

of Generals Calixto Contreras and Severino

Ceniceros.

This coin is most remarkable on account

of its inscription MUERA HUERTA (Death
to Huerta). So dire a threat on a coin

is almost unique in numismatic annals.

It is said that Huerta was so enraged
about it that he issued a proclamation to

the effect that whoever was found in pos-

session of one of these coins should be sub-

ject to death.

7 Peso. Obv. In centre, the regular
Mexican eagle on cactus; above,
EJERCITO CONSTITUCIONALISTA (Con-
stitutionalist Army) ; below, - MUERA
HUERTA -. Around border, continuous

outer line and wide denticulations.
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Durango
Issue

9 Peso. Obv. Same as No. 8.

Rev. Same as No. 8.

Edge plain or very slightly reeded.

Size 39 mm. Weight of piece examined

28.50 gr. (440 grains). Silver.

Besides the silver peso, there were issued

in Durango, probably at Cuencame,

copper five-centavos and one-centavo

pieces, crudely done and poorly struck.

At least six sets of dies of the five centavos

must have been made, as this number of

dies has been noted. These pieces are

somewhat rare, especially the one-centavo.

10 5 Centavos. Obv. In centre, 1914;

above, ESTADO DE DURANGO; below, a

wreath.

Rev. Within a circle of four pointed

stars, 5 CENTAVOS.

Size 24 mm. Copper. Plate VII.

n 5 Centavos. Obv. Similar to No. 10,

but the inscription reads E. DE DURANGO,
and the date 1914 is smaller.

Rev. Similar, but 5 CENTAVOS is smaller.

Size 24 mm. Copper. Plate VII.

Three dies of this variety have been

noted.
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12 5 Centavos. Obv. Similar to No. 10,

but the 1914 is smaller and lower down
in the field, and the N in DURANGO is

retrograde.
Rev. Similar but the c in centavos

made thus, C.

Size 24 mm. Copper. Plate VII.

13 5 Centavos. Same as No. 12 but

struck in brass.

14 5 Centavos. Obv. Similar to No. 10

but the 1914 is still smaller.

Rev. Similar, but v CENTAVOS.

Size 24 mm. Copper. Plate VIII.

15 i Centavo. Obv. In centre, 1914,

very large ; above, -f ESTADO DE +
;
be-

low, DURANGO.
Rev. I CENT within a wreath.

Size 20 mm. Copper. Plate VIII.

16 i Centavo. Same as No. 15 but

struck in lead.

Size 21 mm.

17 i Centavo. Obv. In centre, 1914;

above, E. DE DURANGO; below, three

five-pointed stars.
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20 10 Centavos. Obv. Similar to No. 18,

but larger and with denticulated border.

Rev. Similar to No. 18, but with 10

in monogram in centre instead of 5 i.

Size 27 mm. Copper. Plate IX.

The copper used to make these pieces

is reported to have come from the tele-

graph and telephone wires of the vast

Terrazas estates. The lo-centavos are

not nearly as plentiful as the 5-centavos.

21 5 Centavos. Obv. In centre, regular
Mexican eagle on cactus; above,
REPUBLICA MEXICANA; below, wreath.

Rev. The same as No. 18, but incuse;

everything being retrograde.

Size 25 mm. Copper. Plate IX.

This piece is most peculiar on account

of the incuse reverse. Since the writer

has seen only this one piece, it is impossible

to tell whether this was the reverse in-

tended or not. It will be noted that the

obverse is from a new die.

The silver issues of Villa for 1915 show

decided improvement both in workmanship
and in striking, although some of the plan-
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Aguas-
calientes

Madero
Brigada
Coahuila

Francisco Villa struck the following

coins in Aguascalientes.

26 20 Centavos. Obv. In centre, regular
Mexican eagle on cactus; above,
ESTADO DE AGUASCALIENTES; below,
olive wreath.

Rev. Partly within an olive wreath, 20

CENTAVOS 1915. ; above, a radiate liberty

cap on pole.

Size 29 mm. Copper.

27 5 Centavos. Obv. Similar to No. 26.

Rev. Similar, but 5 CENTAVOS. 1915,

instead of 20 centavos.

Size 25 mm. Copper. Plate XII.

28 5 Centavos. Obv. Similar to No. 26.

Rev. 5 i in monogram within olive

wreath; above, 1915.

Size 25 mm. Copper. Plate XII.

In the state of Coahuila General Mac-
lovio Herrera, as Commander of the Brigada
Francisco I. Madero, issued during 1915 a

20 centavos piece in copper. The S. N.

D. P. on the obverse of the coin is said

to be the motto of the Brigade. Two
versions have been given of the meaning,
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and probably the first is the correct one.

They are as follows : Servicio Nacional

Deuda Publica (National Service, a

Public Debt), or Sufragio Nacional,

Derecho Publico (National Suffrage, a

Public Right). For other pieces struck

by this general, see page 12.

29 20 Centavos. Obv. In centre, Mex-
ican eagle similar to that used on the

regular Mexican 10 centavos of 1899;
below 1915. Around edge BRIGADA
FRANCISCO I. MADERO + S.N.D.P. +

Rev. 20 CENTAVOS, above + TRAN-

SITORIO +

Size 29 mm. Copper. Plate XII.

Two sets of dies of this piece have been

noted.

The above comprise the revolutionary

coin issues of the North.

In the South, Emiliano Zapata had

been conducting a revolution from the very

first, but his numismatic evidences began

only in 1914. These at first consisted

of two-peso pieces about the exact size

of a single peso piece, and one-peso pieces

about the size of a 5o-centavo piece.

Zapata
Issues

Guerrero

State
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melted down all of this coinage they could

find, and destroyed the dies and archives

so that today these pieces are scarce,

especially in the United States. The
denominations issued were as follows

in gold, 60, 20, 10, and 5 pesos ;
in silver,

5, 2, and I pesos, 50 and 20 centavos
;

in

copper, 20, 10, 5, 3, and I centavos.

As there were various changes in designs

and sizes, together with frequent mulings of

obverse and reverse dies, it is claimed that

a complete set of this Oaxaca issue would

number about one hundred and fifty

varieties.

Teofilo Monroy was the director of the

mint and his son Miguel cut the dies,

although those for the first series of

copper coins were made by an American

resident of the city named De Coe. Some
of the punches used to make them were

those found in the old mint. The obverse

type, for the most part, was of one design

the bust of Benito Pablo Juarez facing

left, and the inscription Estado L. y S. de

Oaxaca (Free and Sovereign State of

Oaxaca) and the date 1915.
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Edge, rope pattern, size 31 mm. The

weights of the several pieces examined

vary from 15.36 to 16.98 gr. (237 to

262 grains). Silver. Plate XXIII.

This is known as the third issue.

The edges of most of the balance of

the series are of the rope pattern and conse-

quently will not be noted.

57 i Peso. Obv. Same dies as No. 56.

Rev. Similar to No. 56 but UN PESO in-

stead of 2 PESOS and without the T M.

Size 28 mm. Weight 8.51 gr. (131^

grains) . Silver.

58 I Peso. Obv. Same as above.

Rev. Same as above.

Size 26 mm. Average weight 7.71 gr.

(119 grains). Silver. Plate XXIII.

At least three obverse dies have been

noted, one of which is the same die as

No. 57. Two reverse dies were used and

on one of these the initials T M were

added, making three varieties.

59 50 Centavos. Obv. Similar to above.

Rev. Similar to No. 58 but 50 CEN-

TAVOS in place of UN PESO.
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THE JENNY LIND
MEDALS AND TOKENS

j

By LEONIDAS WESTERVELT

JENNY LIND, the famous prima donna,
was born at Stockholm, Sweden, October

6th, 1820, in comparatively humble cir-

cumstances. She received her dramatic

education and early training at the Mu-
sical School of the Royal Theatre, where

she made her debut in 1838, singing the

important role of Agatha in Weber's

Freischutz.

During the following six years she ap-

peared with marked success in Finland,

Denmark, Germany and Austria.

Her first great triumph, however, was

achieved in 1844 at the Court Theatre,

Berlin, where owing to Meyerbeer's in-

fluence she had been engaged.
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On the 1 8th of February,' 1847, oc-|

curred in Vienna the memorable perform-;

ance of Meyerbeer's Vielka. The chief

role in this opera had been expressly writ-

ten for Jenny Lind, and at the final fall

of the curtain a graceful compliment
awaited her. Radnitzky, on behalf ofl

the music lovers of Vienna, had designed
an appropriate and finely conceived medal

(see No. 17), which, struck in gold, was
1

presented to the young Songstress, to-

gether with a scroll, encircled by a silver
\

laurel wreath, bearing the signatures of

leaders in the Viennese Art-world.

The prima donna's noted London de-

but took place on May 4th of the same

year. She had -chosen the part of Alice

in Roberto il Diavolo, one of her most sue-'

cessful roles, and the crush caused by
those who clamored to hear her is said

I

to have been terrific. The Queen, the

Prince Consort, the Queen Dowager, and
other members of the Royal Family
were present, as well as representatives

1

from almost every important family in

London. The entire performance appears
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to have called forth one long-sustained

ovation.

To mark this epochal event in Jenny
Lind's career, an artistic medal was struck

by Allen and Moore of Birmingham (see

No. 25).

The following Spring, at the request of

King Oscar I of Sweden, Jenny Lind re-

turned to Stockholm, the city which lay
so close to her heart, for a brief engage-
ment at the Royal Theatre. She was to

give eight concerts, only ;
the tickets were

put up at auction, and the entire profits

generously donated by her to the fund

for the education and support of pupils of

the Royal Theatre School. Thus did the

Nightingale charmingly pay a debt of

gratitude to the theatre which first gave
her voice to the world.

In June, 1848, she received a tribute

illustrating in a remarkable manner the

deep-felt affection of her co-patriots. A
portrait medal (see No. i), dignified in

conception and graceful in line much
the finest, in our opinion, of all the Jenny
Lind medals was designed by the famous
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Swedish medallist Quarnstrom, and struck

in gold, in silver and in bronze at the

Royal Mint. The medals were presented

to the Songstress with an address signed

by the King, the Royal Family, and al-

most every person of prominence in Stock-

holm's coterie of Art and Music.

These three medals were treasured by
the recipient throughout her life, and were

left to the National Museum in Stock-

holm, where they now are.

January gth, 1850, was a most import-
ant day in the career of Jenny Lind, since

it was then she signed the contract for

an American concert tour under P. T.

Barnum's management ;
a venture which

was to bring her fresh laurels and a sub-

stantial fortune.

When we consider how she had set all

Europe aflame
;
had been admitted to be

the greatest of living singers by the first

musical critics of England, Prussia, Aus-

tria, Sweden, and Denmark, and even by
a large portion of the critical press of

Paris; when we read how people fought

to hear her in London; how in Berlin,
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launch, and standing by the side of his

noted visitor, benignly received his full

share of the plaudits.

Mr. Nathaniel Parker Willis, Editor of

the Home Journal, and quite a beau of the

period, no doubt was among the throng
on the pier, for he describes Jenny's ar-

rival in a good naturedly caustic para-

graph :

" All the stars in the Union have dimmed
before the star of Jenny Lind. She walked

like a conqueror from the ship to the dock-gates

j

under an arcade of evergreens and at its

j

entrance the American eagle (stuffed) Offered

her flowers. All New York hung around her

'chariot on its way to the Irving House where

she was lodged like a princess ;
and at midnight

, thirty thousand persons hovered about her

I

hotel. At one in the morning, one hundred and

fifty musicians came up to serenade her, led by

I

seven hundred firemen, to pump upon the en-

ithusiasm, we suppose, in case it should get red

ihot."

The days that followed must have been
1

exciting ones for the Songstress. Ac-

customed as she was to homage, the

furore she created in New York and in

other American cities seems to have al-
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most swept her off her feet. Indeed, she

soon was obliged to leave the Irving House
and take lodgings in a quieter part of the

city, to escape an avalanche of invitations

and attentions.

We hear of a glove supposed to be hers

being sold at a good round price ;
of her

shawl which happened to drop from a

balcony, being instantly torn into shreds

by the overzealous crowd below.
"
Everything for sale has '

Jenny
'

to

it !

" remarked a lady in one of the shops.

Judging from the following amusing news

items, clipped from contemporary Boston

papers, we are inclined to agree with her.

One enterprising Journal advertises a
'

Jenny Lind tea kettle ', which being fill-

ed with water and placed on the fire

" commences to sing in a few minutes "
!

" A provision dealer at Lynn," says the

Post,
"

sells
'

Jenny Lind sausages.'
"

" On Washington street, near the Rox-

bury line, there is a bar-room just opened,

under the name of
'

Jenny Lind Hotel.'
"

" Our foreman," avers a well known

periodical,
" made his appearance this
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morning with a red and black plaid coat,

which our '

devil
' soon christened as the

'

Jenny Lind coat '. If this is not the age
of progress, what is it ?

"

Even the Editors, usually sedate and

sober-minded, appear to have temporarily
suffered from "

Jenny Lind mania ".

"Jenny Lind", declares an important

weekly,
"

is the most popular woman in

the world; at the present moment, per-

haps the most popular that ever was in

it." The same paper speaks of the Night-

ingale's warblings as notes "which she

spins out from her throat like the attenu-

ated fibre from the silkworm, dying away
so sweetly and so gradually, till it seems

melting into the song of the seraphim,
and is lost in eternity ".

To turn once more to the serious side

I
of the prima donna's career, her first

American concert was held in Castle Gar-

den on Wednesday evening, September
the nth, 1850. Under Mr. Barnum's

direction the 4,484 tickets were sold at

public auction, the average price paid per
ticket being $6.38. The entire amount
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received was $17,864.05. Mr. John N.

Gennin bid in the first ticket for $225 ;

regarding this incident, it is an open secret

that he acted on the advice of the wily
Mr. Barnum. The benefit derived was

mutual however, since Gennin's name ap-

peared in every paper in the Union and

his reputation as a fashionable hatter was

permanently established.

The immense success made by the Night-

ingale in her first concert is a matter of

history and need not be dwelt on here,

but it is interesting to note that true to

her generous heart and wide sympathy,
she freely gave her entire share of the

proceeds of this concert and the second,

over $10,000, to charitable institutions in

New York.

Mr. Barnum displayed his Yankee
shrewdness by quickly taking advantage
of the advertising value of this act; the

medal struck under his supervision is char-

acteristic of the showmen's craft (see No.

4). For the obverse, he freely borrowed

the head on Radnitzky medal (see No.

17) ;
the reverse, forcibly emphasizes the
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success of the first Castle Garden concert,

and Jenny's benevolent gift. This medal,

struck in white metal, undoubtedly sold in

large numbers as an interesting souvenir.

After "taking New York by song",

Jenny Lind visited Boston, Providence,

Philadelphia, Washington and other prom-
inent cities in the West and South, also

journeying to Cuba where she remained

a month. Everywhere she met with pro-

nounced success and unqualified praise

from both public and critics.

At the termination of the ninety-fifth

concert she permanently concluded her

engagement with Mr. Barnum, as a clause

in the contract enabled her to do, and

continued the tour under her own man-

agement.
On February 5th, 1852, while in Boston,

she was married to Mr. Otto Goldschmidt,
a friend of her girlhood, and a musician

of note who had been her accompanist

during the latter part of the American

tour.

In the spring, Jenny Lind Goldschmidt

passed through England on her way to
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Germany. She gave occasional concerts

in German and Austrian cities, and in

1 863 once more delighted her admirers in

London at an historic revival of Handel's

music to the Allegro and the Penseroso

of Milton.

During all her wanderings and tri-

umphs, the Nightingale never forgot the

city of her birth. She was made a mem-
ber of the Royal Musical Academy of

Stockholm in 1840, and in 1883, she re-

turned to serve there as Professor of Sing-

ing for a term of three years.

Her death occurred at her home, among
the beautiful Gloucestershire hills of Eng-

land, November 2nd, 1887.

As a mark of appreciation of the untir-

ing and devoted service of Jenny Lind

Goldschmidt, the Academy in 1891 caused

a very beautiful portrait memorial medal

to be struck in her honor. (See No. 2.)

It was designed by Adolf Lindberg, En-

graver of medals to the King of Sweden,
and struck in gold and in silver at the

Royal Swedish Mint.
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DESCRIPTION OP THE MEDALS AND
TOKENS

T PORTRAIT MEMORIAL MEDAL.
Obv. Draped bust, to left

; legend, JEN-
NY LIND. Below, close to border at

right, name of the engraver, P. H. LUND-

GREN, FEC.
;

at left, name of designer,
C. G. QUARNSTROM, IXV. Plate I

Rev. Four symbolic figures Genius of

Song (with harp) is seated on throne,
Patriotism (with shield and palm) stands

right, Charity (holding child) left, and

Gratitude, bearing a wreath of immor-

telles, kneels at foot of throne; and in-|

scribed on its base, the date 3 DEC.

1847 |

D. 12 APRIL . 1848. In exergue,
MINNESGARD

|

AF TONKONSTENS VAN-

NER
|

I STOCKHOLM In memory of the

friends of Lyric Art in Stockholm. The
whole within a border of eight laurel

wreaths, alternating with eight harps;
ribbon streamers between. In the

wreaths are inscribed the chief operatic
rdles sung by Jenny Lind, viz : NORMA

LUCIE AGATHA AMINA SUSANNA
ALICE MARIE ADINA.

Size 78 mm. Bronze. Plate II
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Struck at the Royal Swedish Mint in

1848.

Ludwig Petersen Lundgren, the' en-

graver of the medal was Mint-engraver at

Stockholm, 1818-1854.

The two dates given on the medal were

the dates of the gifts (approximately

$9,165), made by Jenny Lind out of the

profits of her last operatic season in

Sweden, to the fund for the education

and support of pupils of the Royal Thea-

tre School.

Medals from this design were struck in

gold, silver and bronze. They were pre-

sented to Jenny Lind in the spring of

1848, accompanied by the following ad-

dress which bore the signatures of the

King of Sweden, the Royal Family, and

representatives of every important house-

hold in Stockholm :

" To Jenny Lind
" The lovers of music at Stockholm

have during the present spring, as well

as during the winter season of 1847-1848

enjoyed a succession of memorable

feasts, at which they have admired
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1820 DOD 2 NOV. 1887 Born Oct.

6th, 1820; died Nov. 2nd, 1887. In

field, back of neck, the name of the

designer, ADOLF LINDBERG,

Rev. The Goddess of Genius and Art

seated to right, inscribing a name on a

tablet with a stylus. On the left is a

laurel branch and a lyre ;
on the right, an

incense brazier and two books. Above

Symbolic Figure, close to border, ANDA
OCH KONST The Spirit of Art. In

the exergue, AF KONGL MUSIKALISKA
AKADEMIEN By the Royal Musical

Academy. The name of the designer
is repeated close to the border at left.

Size 50 mm. Gold. Silver. Plate III

Struck by the Royal Musical Academy
in 1891 at the Swedish Mint.

Adolf Lindberg, the designer was Pro-

fessor of drawing at the official School of

Art in Stockholm
; also,

"
Engraver of

Medals "
to the King of Sweden.

3 As last. Bronze.

4 MEMORIAL MEDAL.
Obv . Head to left

; legend, JENNY
LIND.
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Rev. Inscription in two concentric cir-

cles, and -four parallel lines in field; a
star above first parallel line: FIRST

CONCERT IN AMERICA
|

PROCEEDS 35,OOO
DOLLARS AT CASTLE GARDEN

|

N. Y.

SEP. II. 1850 |

ATTENDED BY
| 7,OOO

PEOPLE $12,500 GIVEN BY MISS
LIND TO CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS

Size 42 mm. White metal. Struck in

New York, 1850. Plate IV

_

15 As last. Bronze.

6 As last.

Size 40 mm. Cream colored composi-
tion.

7 JETON OR CARD COUNTER.
Obv. Head to left similar to preceding ;

legend, JENNY LIND. On trunca-

tion of neck, the name of the die-sinker,
LAUER.

Rev. JETON, lettering slightly oblique,
encircled by two branches of oak lea.ves

joined below by a knot of ribbon.

Size 22 mm. Gilt bronze. Plate V

Struck in Nuremberg.
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the famous Artist, from her enthusias-

tic admirers; Vienna, 1847.

Size 43 mm. Gold.

This medal was presented to Jenny
Lind on the evening of the first perform-

ance of Meyerbeer's opera, "Vielka,"

(composed expressly for her) in Vienna,
! Feb. 1 8, 1847.

C. Radnitzky, the designer of the medal,

I was one of the most talented medallists

;

of his generation. He was born in Vienna,

1818, and died in 1901.

17 As last, dark red composition.
Plate VII

18 MEMORIAL MEDAL.
Obv. As last, but the legend JENNY LIND

is in front of the head and is followed

by a small ornamental scroll. Date,

1850, at back of neck.

Rev. SUCH A SACRED
|

AND
|

HOME-FELT
DELIGHT

|

SUCH SOBER CERTAINTY
|

OF
|

WAKING BLISS
|

I NEVER HEARD
|

TILL

NOW .
|

MILTON.

Raised border, obverse and reverse.

Size 40 mm. Bronze. Plate VIII
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Rev. Blank.

Size 65 mm. White metal coppered.

25 COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL.
Obv. Head and shoulders facing front.

Legend, JENNY LIND Date under

right arm close to border, 1847.

Rev. Lyre surrounded by cluster of lilies

and roses; nightingale resting on top
twig. Legend, above, NESCIT * OCCA-

SUM; below, NATA 1821.

Ornamental border, obverse and re-

verse.

Size 54 mm. White metal. Plate IX

Struck in Birmingham, England.
This medal was struck to commemorate

Jenny Lind's triumphant debut at Her

Majesty's Theatre, London, May 4th,

1847. The year of Jenny Lind's birth as

stated on this medal (1821) is erroneous.

She was born on October 6th, 1820. (See
No. 2.)

26 Similar to No. 25.

Size 55 mm. White metal gilded.

27 Similar to No. 25.

Size 54 mm. 6 mm. thick. Bronze.
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No. 2 is in the Royal Musical Academy,

Stockholm; Nos. 3, 18, 26 and 27 are in

ithe British Museum, London
;
Nos. 6, 15,

22 and 31 are from the collection of the

American Numismatic Society, New York
;

Nos. 9, 13, 23, 24 and 28 are from the col-

lection of Mr. Elliott Smith
;
No. 19 is

from the collection of Mr. C. N. Hinck-

ley ;
the remainder are from the collection

of the author.
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306-337 A.D.
;

while the fifth is an issue

of Valentinian I, 364-375 A.D.

The first medallion of the group, with a

diademed head of Constantine the Great,

is a unique piece which was not known to

Cohen and is not illustrated in Gnecchi's

famous work on the Roman medallions.

It belongs to the Pierpont Morgan Collec-

tion, and was formerly in the collection

of Consul Weber of Hamburg, into whose

collection it came from that of Count

Ponton d'Amecourt. The second medal-

lion, bearing the portrait of Constantine II,

son of Constantine the Great, is also in

the Pierpont Morgan Collection, and it

likewise was formerly in the Weber and

Ponton d'Amecourt Collections. It is

not unique, for the Brussels Collection

possesses a second example from different

obverse and reverse dies. The third piece,

with a laureate head of Constantine the

Great, belongs to the Collection of Dr. de

Yoanna of New York City. It is known
to us in some six or seven examples and is

the commonest of the group here presented.

The fourth piece, with a radiate head, also
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of Constantine the Great, is now in the

possession of Sir Arthur Evans who
obtained it from the Consul Weber Collec-

tion. It is known to us in only three

examples one in the Evans Collection,

one in Paris, and one in Berlin. The
fifth medallion discussed here is a unique

piece which is in the Brussels Museum,
and was formerly in the collection of Count

du Chastel. A letter from the Count du

Chastel, dated June 2, 1896, referring to

the famous Montagu Collection sold in

1896 gives us the very interesting informa-

tion that this gold medallion had formerly

belonged to the grandfather of the present

Count du Chastel. The writer states

that the medallion was stolen from his

grandfather in his chateau at the time of

the occupation of Belgium by foreign

troops in 1794. This unique medallion

had disappeared from view, which was a

great loss especially as it had never been

published. Later on, it appeared in the

English catalogue of the Montagu Collec-

tion, lot No. 914, and was acquired by the

present Count du Chastel, with whose
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collection it passed into the National

Collection of Brussels.

There is considerable interest from the

historical viewpoint attaching to the four

medallions of the period of Constantine

the Great. The medallion of Valentinian

offers perhaps less historical interest, but

the fact that it is a unique example entitles

it to our consideration. Furthermore,

while Gnecchi figures this medallion on

one of his plates, the reproduction is

extremely poor and does no justice to the

original. /

Roman medallions have not formed the

subject of such frequent discussion as they

deserve. In the bibliography appended
to this article, the chief sources in which

the Roman medallions are discussed and

illustrated have been listed. Those articles

or books which deal with the subject most

comprehensively are distinguished by
an asterisk. Two works on this list are

designated with a double asterisk. These

are, namely, the great work in three vol-

umes by Francesco Gnecchi, / Medaglioni

Romani, published in 1912, and the article
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by Friedrich Kenner, Der Romische Me-

daillon, Num. Zeit., 1887, pp. 1-173.

These works are the most important for

complete presentation of the subject,

Gnecchi's book giving us illustrations and

a catalogue of nearly all of the known

types, and Kenner's article furnishing the

most complete analysis of the nature of

the medallion. Briefer discussions on the

nature of the medallion are found in the

various articles by Gnecchi in the Riv.

Ital. An article dealing especially with

the medallions of Constantine the Great

and his family, but containing also some

new material relative to the purpose of the

medallion, is the one by O. Seeck in the

Zeit. f. Num., 1898, pp. 17-65. For gen-

eral orientation, one should consult M.
Babelon's Traite des Monnaies Grecques et

Romaines, Vol. I
1

, pp. 652-670.

Certain special articles, as is so often

the case, throw a great deal of light on

some phases of the problem presented by
the medallions, and among these one

might mention the articles of Sir John
Evans and Sir Arthur Evans in the Nu-
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"The Decennial vows of our Lord, Con-

stantine Caesar (having been paid)."
Two winged genii holding a festoon be-

tween them. In the exergue, S.M.TS.

S(acra) m(onetd) T(he)s(salonicae), "Sa-

cred mint of Thessalonica."

Gold medallion. 3 solidi, or ternio.

32 mm. 13.48 gr. (formerly Weber and
d'Amecourt Collections). Pierpont Mor-

gan Collection. Plate II.

,
Cat. Weber, No. 2627, PI. xlvii; Cat.[d'Ame-

court, No. 710, PI. xxviii; Cohen, Mtdailles

Imp'eriales, Vol. VII, No. 277; Gnecchi, Meda-

glioni Romani, PI. 9, No. 8 and p. 26, No. 21;

J. Maurice, Numismatique Constantinienne, Vol.

II, p. 466, No. xv.

These two medallions of Constantine

the Great and his son, Constantine Junior,

may best be discussed together since the

occasion on which the second piece was

issued will probably throw light upon the

occasion for the issue of the larger medal-

lion.

We may begin, therefore, with a descrip-

tion of the medallion of Constantine

Junior. It is a triple solidus or ternio of
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the mint of Thessalonica (Saloniki) in

Thrace, and is a piece which can be

definitely dated. The reverse inscription

reads : Votis decenn(alibus]d(omini}n(ostri)

Constantini Caes(aris) (solutis), "The
Decennial vows of our Lord, Constantine

Caesar (having been paid)," and the

reverse type consists of two small genii

bearing a festoon. These small winged

figures may represent the two periods of

five years each,' which make up the ten-

year period at the end of which the Vota

Decennalia were celebrated. A similar

reverse with the inscription, Gaudium

Augusti nostri, "The happiness of our

Augustus," occurs on a triple solidus or

ternio (Cohen, 1 59) struck by Constantine

the Great at the mint of Constantinople,

a medallion which is dated by Maurice

in the same period as the medallion under

discussion (Num. Constan., Vol. II, p.

495, No. vii). The decennial festival at

which vows for the success of the Emperor
in the future were offered, and at which

vows undertaken in the past were cele-

brated, was made the occasion of a special

Vota medal-

lion, ternio,

of Constan-

tine II
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commemorative issue in the coinage.

These thanksgiving or festival anniver-

saries in the earlier period
1

i.e. up to

the reign of Commodus were marked

by the type, a veiled figure of the Emperor
at an altar, and accompanied by the

inscription, Vota suscepta decennalia, or

quinquennalia, etc. Later, the usual types

were an inscription within a wreath, or an

inscription on a shield placed on a cippus

or held by a Victory, or supported by two

Victories.

During the earlier Empire, mention of

the Vota celebrations supplies a valuable

indication of the date of issue, but during

the later Empire it became customary to

anticipate the normal arrival of such

festivals. The periods were sometimes

celebrated a year in advance and some-

times after a definite cycle had elapsed

and been commemorated on the coinage,

the ensuing period was at once placed

upon the coinage. Thus, when Con-

stantine had completed his -Vicennial

anniversary, he struck coins with the

inscription VOT xxx. 2 But each actual
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celebration of the anniversary of the reign

was commemorated by games, by a special

issue of coins, and by the issue of medallions

such as the one here represented, probably
for distribution.

Flavius Claudius Junius Constantinus,

as Constantine II or Junior was officially

called, was born at Aries in the year 316
and was elevated to the rank of Caesar in

317. He would, therefore, have been a

youth of barely ten years of age when the

present medallion was struck. The fea-

tures of Constantine Junior are here

depicted as youthful in accordance with

his age. Constantine II shared the rank

of Caesar with Crispus, his half-brother,

who was sixteen years his senior, and with

Licinius the younger, son of Licinius who
was atxfirst Constantine the Great's co-

ruler in the Empire. After the death of

Constantine the Great in 337, Constan-

tine II was proclaimed Augustus, but

perished three years later in 340 at the

age of 24 in the contest with his younger
brother Constans I over his share in their

father's Empire. Hence, the dates here
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Vota medal-

lion, binio,

of Constan-

tine II

given, 317-337, cover the period during
which Constantine was Caesar or prince

in the royal household.

Another gold piece commemorating the

DecennialanniversaryofConstantine Junior

as Caesar, is the double solidus or binio

(Fig. i) with the diademed head of Con-

stantine Junior raised in the same attitude

as that seen on our medallion of Con-

stantine the Great. The inscription

around the head reads : CONSTANTINVS

NOB. c. Constantinus nob(ilis) C(aesar).

The reverse bears simply the inscrip-

tion in four lines as follows : VOTIS. x.

CAES.N. S.M.TS. Votis decennalibus Caes-

(aris) n(ostri) (solutis), s(acrd) m(oneta)

T(he)s(salonicae}, "The Decennial vows

of our Caesar (having been paid), Sacred
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mint of Thessalonica." This binio is,

also, of the mint of Thessalonica and is of

the highest interest since it is a coin which

can be approximately dated showing the

interesting type of the uplifted head seen

on the larger medallion, PI. I, which is

later in date. Its weight, 8.75 grams,
shows that it is the double of a solidus of

about 4.45 grams. It is published by
J. Maurice (Num. Constan., Vol. II,

PI. xiv, 13) and is now in Berlin. The

upward pose of the head with the eyes

uplifted is a type created by Constantine

the Great and dates back to the Council of

Nicaea, which was in session from June 19

to August 25, 325. Eusebius in his Life

of Constantine the Great (Vita Const.,

Book III, Ch. 6) tells us that "the most

distinguished of God's Ministers from all

the churches which abounded in Europe,

Lybia (i.e. Africa), and Asia were here

assembled." Eusebius, himself, was prob-

ably the chief ranking bishop of the

Council which was attended in person by
the Emperor. Constantine's entry into

the assembly of bishops is vividly de-

Pose of head,

type created

at Nicaea
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Eusebius adds that this money became

current throughout the Roman world,

and that Constantine's full length portrait

was placed over the entrance gates of

palaces in some cities, the eyes uplifted

to Heaven, and the hands outspread as if

in prayer.

The old view was that Constantine the

Great was imitating Alexander the Great

in this pose of the head. This attitude of

Alexander the Great is not found . upon
coins issued by Alexander since, of course,

we have no real portrait of the Macedonian

hero on his own coins, although his suc-

cessor, Lysimachus, struck coins with

Alexander's portrait under the guise of

an idealized head of Zeus Ammon. But

the biographers of Alexander the Great

and certain marble busts which have come

down to us indicate that Alexander either

affected an individual pose of the head, or

carried his head rather differently from the

ordinary mortal because of some physical

peculiarity. Furthermore, Plutarch who
had seen portraits of Alexander by Lysip-

pus, the great sculptor of the period, states
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in his Life of Alexander, Ch. iv, that his

head was inclined somewhat to the left

side and looked upwards. The famous

Tarsus medallion with the bare head of

Alexander and later coins of Macedonia

during the Roman period show the head

of Alexander with the chin raised and the

eyes somewhat uplifted, but there can be

no question, in view of the explicit state-

ment of Eusebius, that the correct ex-

planation of this characteristic on certain

Constantinian medallions is that this

posture indicates the attitude of prayer.

An Alexander cult was indeed inaugurated

after the death of the hero, and Alexander's

portrait was worn as an amulet until late

in the Fourth Century A.D. Neverthe-

less, Eusebius' explanation is far more

plausible when we consider that the same

attitude of the head is found on com-

memorative coins of the youthful Crispus

and of the young Constantine, who would

be far more fittingly represented in a

religious attitude, lifting their counte-

nances in gratitude to God for the successful

conclusion of the ten-year period as
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Caesars. To compare either the young
Caesars or Constantine the Great with

Alexander is quite inappropriate, and if

we could imagine that Constantine himself

had a flair for Alexander, it is absurd to

suppose that the imitation of this peculiar

pose of the head would have been counte-

nanced by Constantine also on the coins

of the Caesars. Another objection is

that the uplifted pose begins after the

Council of Nicaea in 325 (see the binio,

Fig. i, and the solidus of the Thessalonica

mint here shown, Fig. 2), and is found

on more conspicuous medallions of ten

years later (see the large medallion on

PL I, and the solidus of the mint of

Nicomedia here shown, Fig. 3), a long

time after the conversion of Constantine

to Christianity, when the imitation of a
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pagan hero would hardly have been very

fitting.

We learn from the life of Constantine

the Great, that his Vicennial anniversary

was celebrated first at Nicomedia, on

March i, 325 (Eusebius, Vita Constantini,

Book I, i) and then, according to the

usual custom, was renewed in July in the

year 326 at Rome, Constantine being

present at both celebrations. The year

325, however, was one year in advance

of the actual accomplishment of his

Vicennalia, since the date from which these

periodical celebrations were reckoned was

the elevation to the rank of Caesar.

Thus, for Constantine the Great, the Vota

would be reckoned from the year 306, for

Crispus and Constantine II, from the year

317. The Decennial Vota of Constantine
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Junior (and Crispus) would, therefore,

fall normally in the year 327, but fetes

took place in anticipation of the celebra-

tion, and Constantine ordered the Decen-

nalia of the Caesars celebrated throughout

the Empire one year in advance of their

accomplishment. Thus, the renewed cele-

bration of his own Vicennalia in 326 fell

in the same year as the anticipated Decen-

nalia of the Caesars. In this year, 326,

therefore, after the meeting of the Nicaean

Council in 325, the type of the uplifted

head in the attitude of prayer appears

on the medallions of Constantine II, as

well as on those of Constantine the Great

(see below, Fig. 6).

The same type of head occurs on the

regular currency of Crispus (always head

to the right and wearing a diadem), no

inscription on the obverse, and the figure

of Victory bearing a wreath in the right

hand and palm branch in the left (Cohen,

59, solidus). The inscription on the

reverse reads Crispus Caesar. This coin,

on account of the medallic-like character

of its obverse, and the inscription being

Nicaean type
on coins of

Crispus
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Date of

Crispus'

death

transferred from its usual position on the

obverse to the reverse, would appear to

have been issued to commemorate some

particular event, and the similarity of its

obverse type to the obverse type of Con-

stantine Junior's Decennial medallion

(Fig. i) suggests that the occasion for its

issue was likewise the Decennial anniver-

sary of Crispus, namely, the year 326 in

which, as we have seen, the Imperial

anniversaries of the young Caesars were

celebrated one year in advance.

Crispus was executed some time in 326,

after having been imprisoned in the

fortress of Pola in Istria, as the result of

false accusations brought against him by
his stepmother, Faqsta. His tragic his-

tory, which is well known, recalls the

story of the Euripidean tragedy, Hippoly-

tus, preserved for us, also, in Racine's

Phedre.

There has been considerable uncertainty

in regard to the precise month when Con-

stantine ordered the death of Crispus.

The editors of the writings of Eusebius,

the Church History, Life of Constantine
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the Great, and Oration in praise of Con-

stantine (Library of Nicene and Post-

Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church,

P. Scheff and H. Wace, Vol. I, Prolegomena,

p. 419) believe that Crispus was still alive

on March I, 326, when the Decennalia

were celebrated. They refer to Eckhel,

Vol. 8, pp. 101-102, where a coin of Crispus

(Cohen, 3) with the reverse inscription

Beata Tranquillitas, and with Votis xx

written on an altar is discussed. Now
Eckhel explains that the Vota xx, if

referring to the Vicennial anniversary of

Crispus, could of course only be placed on

the coins after his Vota x, Decennial

anniversary in 326 had been accomplished,

but that the mention of his second Consul-

ship which occurs in the obverse inscription

reading Crispus N. C. Cos. II, places the

coin definitely in the year 321 which is,

also, the dating given by Maurice (Num.
Constan. II, p. 113). The Vota xx of this

piece must hence refer to the Vicennalia

of the Augusti, Constantine the Great and

Licinius, as suscepta, 'undertaken,' after

the Vota x had been soluta, 'paid,' in the
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year 316. The Votis xx of this reverse

occupies a subordinate place in the type
and merely refers to the decade generally,

the obverse inscription obviating any

ambiguity as to the date. This coin then

does not establish the survival of Crispus

after the anniversaries of March, 326, the

Decennalia of Crispus and Constantine

Junior.

Maurice, however, quotes Zosimus,

Historiae II, 29, to confirm the fact that

Constantine ordered the death of Crispus

during his stay in Rome. As he arrived

there on July 21 and did not leave until

September, Maurice concludes that the

death of Crispus took place in July or

August, 326. This view is opposed to

that of 0. Seeck who points out that the ab-

sence of any Vota x medallions of Crispus

corresponding to the five medallions3 of

Constantine II tends to prove that Crispus

was executed before March i. But these

Vota x medallions of the Caesars were

probably not struck until July, 326, dur-

ing the visit of Constantine to Rome
and the celebration of his own Vicen--
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nalia, rather than on March I of this

year (Maurice, Num. Constan. I, p. 468).

It would seem more probable, in any event,

|

to suppose that the gold pieces of the type
described (Cohen, 59) were subsequent
to the issue of Constantine the Great with

the same type of head (see below Fig. 6).

These latter coins, as we shall see, are

probably to be regarded as struck for the

commemoration of the celebration of 326.
4

The type was perpetuated on the coins of

the succeeding Caesars, Dalmatius, in

silver (Cohen, 3) ;
Constantius II

,
in gold

(Cohen, 75), and Constans I, in silver

(Cohen, 2, mint of Alexandria, and Fig. 4,

mint of Cyzicus). Maurice (Vol. II,

p. 408, Note i) states that this type of

coin with the tilted head occurs on the

coins of all the emperors after Constantine
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Tricennial

medallion of

Constantine

the Great at all important imperial anni-

versaries down to the time of Julian the

Apostate. He says that this attitude is

found on coins of Julian as Caesar but

that when he was made Augustus and

declared himself the adversary of Chris-

tianity, the type disappears. If this is

true, it would seem to confirm what has

preceded in establishing the Christian

meaning of the type.

The large medallion of Constantine the

Great (PL I) can be very definitely dated

from another gold issue having a similar

reverse type from the mint of Siscia

(Cohen, 237). The inscription of the

smaller piece which is equal to if solidi,

reads Gloria Constantini Aug., and Con-

stantine is dragging by the hair another

barbarian captive with his right hand,

instead of carrying the spear, as on the

larger medallion. In other respects, how-

ever, the reverse types are similar, the

mint is identical, and, what is most im-

portant, the obverse type is of the same

medallic character, that is, uplifted and

diademed head of the Emperor to the
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right, and lacks the inscription. This

piece is classified by Maurice (Num. Const.

II., p. 366, PL x, 24) in the I3th issue of

the coinage of this mint, struck between

September 18, 335, and May 22, 337, the

date of the death of Constantine the

Great. Now the Tricennial anniversary

of Constantine the Great was celebrated

twice, as usual, on July 25 in the years 335

and 336. The second celebration would

also have been the 2Oth anniversary of

Constantine Junior, that is to say, the

anticipatory celebration of 336. It was,

therefore, an extraordinary occasion, and,

as such, called for the issue of very special

coins to commemorate the great event.

The large medallion and also the small

one from the mint of Siscia are probably
to be assigned to 336, the year of the

second celebration, as this appears to be

the more important event, since Eusebius

refers to it in his Vita Constantini iv, 49.

The obverse type and reverse legend

of our medallion refer only to Constantine

the Elder. Gold medallions of smaller

denomination are known referring to the
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Medallic

aureus of

Constantine

Tricennial anniversary of Constantine the

Great, namely, the medallion (Fig. 5)

bearing the diademed head to the right

with the obverse inscription CONSTAN-

TINVS MAX. AVG., Constantinus Max-

(imus) Aug(ustus), and the reverse type

simply VOTIS xxx, Votis tricennalibus

(solutis}, within a wreath. The exergual

letters, T s. E., T(he)s(salonicae) quinta,

indicate the fifth officina, mint-shop or

section of the mint of Thessalonica (Mau-

rice, Vol. II, p. 478, No. vm). This

example from the collection of Mr. E. T.

Newell (formerly Weber Collection, Cat.

PI. xlv, 2599) is 23 mm. in diameter but

weighs only 5.32 grams. It is not, there-

fore, a double solidus as its diameter sug-

gests, but an aureus, struck on the basis
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of sixty coins to the gold pound. This

was the usual current gold piece of the time

of Diocletian which was supplanted in 309

by the solidus, first struck in this year by
Constantine the Great, on the basis of

seventy-two coins to the pound of gold.

The aureus still continued to be issued

occasionally as a special commemorative

piece or medallion. The features of the

idealized head on this medallion are very

youthful, and it has been suggested that

the head may be that of Constantine

Junior. One may object that the inscrip-

tion
'

Constantinus Maximus Augustus
1

could not refer to the younger Constantine,

but Constantine II was proclaimed Maxi-

mus in the month of September, 337, and

although the medallion commemorates the

Tricennalia of Constantine the Great, cele-

brated in 335 and 336, still it is possible

that commemorative medallions of this

type were issued throughout the next

year, and that the head and the inscription

on the particular piece before us refers to

Constantine Junior. The idealization of

the heads, however, on these medallic
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pieces renders it an impossible matter to

decide with certainty from the portrait

alone, but in view of the inscriptions,

the head is probably an idealized head

of Constantine the Great with juvenile

aspect.

The diadem of gold and precious stones

which adorns the head of Constantine the

Great on the large medallion (PI. I), and

the similar diadem on the medallions

shown in Figs. 3 and 5, (0. Seeck, Zeit.<

f. Num., 1898, p. 28) is not found on

coins with the head of Licinius or of Lic-

inius Junior. Hence it may be assumed

that it was not adopted until after 324. It

occurs contemporaneously with the up-
lifted head. A few decades later it became

the symbol which distinguished the Au-

gustus from the Caesar.

The great anniversaries of 335, 336, 337

were essentially a Christian festival.

Eusebius, in his official Panegyric, De
Laudibus Constantini, pronounced in 335,

represents them as the triumph of Chris-

tianity. Religious ceremonies were cele-

brated in the churches. The Emperor
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probably due to the fact that the die-

cutter in Nicomedia was a Greek who was

not perfectly familiar with Latin. Gnec-

chi's specimen, p. 15, No. 8 (Cohen, 138)

shows the correct spelling on a medallion

also from Nicomedia. The examples with

the spelling 'equis' are the more numerous.

The obverse shows a fine portrait of Con-

stantine the Great, more realistic than that

on the larger medallions with uplifted head.

The reverse type is of special interest as it

represents Constantine as a member, or

rather leader, of the Roman Equestrian
Order.

This medallion may be more easily

understood if we consider in connection

with it the large gold medallions struck by
Constantine, with the reverse type repre-

senting him standing, in senatorial dress,

carrying in his right hand the globe, and

in his left hand an inverted sceptre with

the inscription SENATVS Senatus, "The

Senate"; in the exergue, s. M. R.,

S(acra) m(oneta) R(omae)
"
Sacred mint of

Rome" (Fig. 6, Gnecchi, PI. 7, 17). This

reverse occurs with gold medallions of two

'

Eques
'

medallion of

Constantine

'

Senatus
'

medallion
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denominations ; first, the medallion equiv-

alent to 4^ solidi here shown from the

Berlin Museum, 35 mm. in diameter,

weighing 19.85 grs. from the mint of

Rome, having as an obverse type the up-

lifted, diademed head of the Emperor;

second, a medallion whose obverse shows

the bust of Constantine the Great in rich

senatorial costume, bearing the sceptre

surmounted by an eagle in his right hand

and the globe in his left, in the British

Museum, 33 mm. in diameter and weighing

13-23 gr., equivalent therefore to 3 solidi

and hence, a ternio, from the mint of

Thessalonica (Cohen, Med. Imp. 502;

Maurice, Num. Const., Vol. II., PI. xiv,

14). These two medallions with the

Senatus reverse, and the smaller pieces

with the Equis Romanus reverse form a

series of graduated weights of 4!, 3, and i^

solidi, the unit being the piece of i^ solidi

which we are discussing and the multiples

increasing each by i^ solidi. These coins

are quite obviously connected by their

weights and their types. Von Sallet sup-

posed that they were memorial coins
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struck to commemorate the founding of

Constantinople, and that they refer to the

institution of the two Roman social orders

in the new metropolis. But, it has been

objected, we know already of a series of

foundation medallions, all of which were

struck in Constantinople itself, whereas

none of the examples with the senatorial

and equestrian types is known to have

been issued in Constantinople. Also, we
have no evidence of the existence of the

Equestrian Order in Constantinople.

O. Seeck believes that the reverses refer

to those classes to which the medallions

were designed to be distributed. The

knights would receive the if gold medallion

as a souvenir
;
the senators, and those of

their rank, such as the consuls, the 3 and

4^ pieces. He refers to the letters of

Symmachus, to the writings of Ammianus

Marcellinus, to support his theory that

the Emperor gave gifts to important per-

sonages on the occasion of certain ftes.

His theory in regard to the distribution of

the medallions will be discussed when we
have finished describing all the medallions.
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Date of
'

eques
!

medallion

The date at which our medallion No. 3

was issued is not to be absolutely deter-

mined by any indication on the group of

three coins which have just been described,

but Seeck compares this group with

another series of three gold medallions.

Two of this second group are here repre-

sented, namely, our No. 2, the triple

solidus of Constantine Junior, PI. II, and

the double solidus of this same prince

(Fig. i). A third coin belonging here is

the binio in the British Museum bearing

the bust of Constantine Junior and refer-

ring, like the two others, to his Decennial

anniversary. The coins of this second

group were issued at the mints of Thes-

salonica and Nicomedia, and were un-

doubtedly intended as complimentary

gifts on the occasion of the Imperial

anniversary as we have seen. They all

relate to Constantine Junior and range in

weight from 3 to 2 solidi, the unit (here

assumed), being the solidus. Seeck points

out the resemblance in various points be-

tween the two series, and also the resem-

blance in the profiles on the medallions
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struck at Thessalonica, namely, the triple

solidus of Constantine the Great, which is

the second piece of the senatorial-eques-

trian group, and the double solidus of

Constantine Junior, which is the second

piece of the second group (Fig. i) and

concludes that all these pieces were struck

probably about the time of the Decennial

celebration of Constantine Junior.

The mints represented on the medallions

of these two groups are Rome, Thessalonica,

and Nicomedia. If these pieces belong

together in point of time, it may be

inferred that they belong to the period

after Nicomedia had been joined to the

Empire of Constantine by the defeat of

Licinius in 324, and before the foundation

of Constantinople in 330, since this mint

is unrepresented. The latter is a negative

course of argument, but the mints that do

occur fit in very well with the theory con-

structed by Seeck. Constantine, as we

know, journeyed to Rome in 326 and there

repeated the celebration of theVicennalia

which he had already held in Nicomedia

the year before, but this time in the centre
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of Crispus and Fausta, wife of Constantine

the Great, and May n, 330, the date of

the solemn inauguration of Constantinople.

Treves was at this time still the principal

city of Gaul. During the years 327-329,

Constantine was occupied in reorganizing

the frontiers of .the Empire along the

Danube and the Rhine. He stayed

chiefly in the provinces bordering on the

Danube, but he went to Treves at the end

of 328 and the beginning of 329, and indica-

tions drawn from the Theodosian Code

allow us to infer a stay of some length at

Treves during which the striking of this

medallion may have been ordered.

The formula AUGG. in the plural is

remarkable since this medallion, according

to Maurice, belongs to the issue here

described, as is evidenced by the letters

p. TRE. in the exergue, whereas for several

years, two years, anyway, there had been

only one Augustus, namely Constantine,

in the Empire. Licinius, the other Aug-

ustus, had been executed in 324, hence,

Maurice concludes, the formula AUGG.

GLORIA, Augnstorum duorum gloria, was

The formula

AUGG.
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The date

probably a stereotyped formula preserved

by custom.

Constantine resided at Treves for several

months during the years 306, 307, 310-316,

328-329, and 331. Were it not for Mau-
rice's dating based upon his study of the

whole Constantinian coinage at all the

mints of the Empire, one might have

selected the year 310 when Constantine

was at Treves and celebrated his Quin-

quennial anniversary (anticipated). In

this year was delivered the oration of

Eumenius, the official panegyrist, "in an

important city on a large river which

empties into 'the Rhine above Cologne,"

that is to say, Treves. From this oration

we learn that Constantine had restored

the city walls throughout. The exergual

formula, however, p. TRE. Prima Tre-

virorum, shows that this year is impossible

because Treves had two ateliers of the

mint designated Prima and Secunda only

after the year 313. The period 313-316,

when there were two Augusti, would also

seem more suitable when we consider the

reverse inscription, Augg. gloria. But this
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again does not square with Maurice's

assignment to the period, 326-330, of the

particular exergual formula used, p. TRE.

Therefore, the contradiction in the reverse

inscription is explained (Maurice, Vol. 2,

p. 412) as due to a certain notion of the

plurality of the Augusti not corresponding

to reality, and to a certain administrative

routine.

In spite of the weight of evidence, one

is inclined nevertheless stubbornly to

doubt the assignment of this medallion

to the eighth issue of the mint of Troves,

comprised within the limits, Sept. 326, i.e.,

after the deaths of Crispus and Fausta,

and May 1 1
, 330, the date of the inaugura-

tion of Constantinople. If it were only a

question of minor issues, such as bronze

or silver, one might accept Maurice's

thesis. But this gold medallion repre-

sents a special issue for which a special

die had to be engraved, and, as such, its

legends ought to correspond to historical

fact. Now during 326-330 Constantine

was the sole Augustus, but the inscription

Gloria Augg. indicates two Augusti, and
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The radiate

head

it seems an impossibility that such a

formula would have been used after the

death of Licinius in 324, on a conspicuous

commemorative medallion struck by Con-

stantine in the most important city in his

realm. Furthermore, although Maurice,

in defence of his thesis that the formulas

Providentiae Augg. and Gloria Augg. on

coins which he assigns to this period were

preserved partly by custom and partly

from a religious sense attaching to the

idea of the plural personality of the

Augustus, he is forced to admit that the

mint of Sirmium which was under Con-

stantine's direct surveillance, and a place

where he often resided, never employed
the plural form Augg. after the death of

Licinius. The period after 313 and be-

fore 324 seems in every way themore prob-

able date for the issue of this Treves piece.

The obverse type shows Constantine

with the radiate head. This type which

embodies a pagan symbolism and which

goes back to the earliest days of the

Empire, is but rarely found on Constan-

tine 's coins.
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The symbolism of the radiate head first

occurs on the coins of the Seleucid kings of

Syria. The kings of this dynasty and the

Ptolemaic rulers of Egypt imitated their

predecessor, Alexander the Great, to whose

kingdom they succeeded, not only in

placing their portraits upon the coins but,

also, in assuming symbols of divinity. The

first king of the Seleucid line who em-

phasized openly his claim to divinity is

Antiochus IV Epiphanes, and accordingly

on his coins, chiefly the bronze ones, he

is represented with a crown of spikes

similar to that worn by the Sun-god Helios

or Apollo.

Thus, the king was assimilated to the

Sun-god, and the sun's rays represent a

deification. This symbol of deification

was transmitted from the Seleucid and

Ptolemaic monarchies to the Roman

Caesars, but the radiate head on Roman
coins is at first found only on the heads of

the deified Emperor after his death. For

example, the deified Augustus occurs with

the radiate head on the coinage of his

successors, Tiberius and Caligula. So,
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also, the head of the Emperor Claudius

who was the third Roman (after Julius

Caesar and Augustus) to be declared a

divus by the Senate appears with the

radiate head after his death. Subse-

quently, however, under Nero the Em-

peror is represented as radiate in his own
lifetime. This is in accord with what we
know of Nero's attitude on the subject,

for he is said to have demanded divine

honors and a temple for his worship.

(Tacitus, Annales, xv, 74.) Furthermore,
there is an aureus (Cohen, 44) bearing the

inscription Augustus Germanicus which,
on the reverse represents Nero standing
and wearing a radiate crown. This coin

which is to be explained in connection with

the aureus of the Augustus Augusta type

representing Nero and Messalina in a sort

of disguised deification, shows again Nero's

desire to be registered as a god during his

lifetime. After Nero, the radiate head

becomes a commonplace, and is used in

the coinage in a technical way to dis-

tinguish certain denominations in bronze.

Nero himself, be it noted, never went so
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far as to introduce the 'crown of divinity'

in his gold or silver, but introduced it

modestly in the bronze. That it had a

real meaning, however, is sufficiently

proved by the fact that Nero employed
two other symbols, the aegis and the globe,

as imperial symbols of divinity.

It may seem surprising that Constantine

should allow his portrait with the radiate

head to be placed upon his coinage after

his own conversion to Christianity which

took place in 312. But perhaps the sym-
bol had long ceased to have any special

meaning. Yet it is somewhat remarkable

because the radiate head occurs but seldom

on his coins and medallions. Two in-

stances are the gold binios of the mint of

Nicomedia showing the radiate bust of

Constantine to the left (Cohen, Vol. VII,

no. 391, p. 321). A third example is a

gold binio (Cohen, 683) with the radiate

bust to the right, of the mint of Treves.

All three pieces are to be dated after 324,

a dozen years, therefore, after the con-

version to Christianity. There must be

some special reason why this pagan type is
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The Sun-god
as hereditary

deity of Con-
stantine

perpetuated so long on the coinage. And
we find an explanation if we look more

closely into the accounts of various

authors who describe the life of Con-

stantine. The orator, Eumenius, who

pronounced the official panegyric ad-

dressed to Constantine at Treves in July,

310, described Constantine 's descent from

Claudius II by Constantius Chlorus, and

notes Constantine's cult of the Sun-god
who was the hereditary deity of the second

Flavian dynasty. The coins showing
various types relating to the Sun-god,

namely, the bust of the sun, the Sun-god
in a chariot, and the inscription Sol Invic-

tus begin about 309. It is due to this

tradition of the solar origin of the dynasty,

that Constantine allowed his head to be

represented as radiate long after his con-

version. When the city of Constantinople

was formally inaugurated as the capital

of the Empire in 330, a gigantic statue of

Apollo Helios, with features assimilated

to those of Constantine, was erected in

the Forum of the city on a column of

porphyry which is still standing to-day.
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This statue represented the Emperor as a

Solar god. It may have been, as Maurice

thinks, planned by the pagan officials of

the Senate who presided in general over

the organization of the new capital.

Nevertheless, the Emperor did not forbid

its erection although he intended to make

onstantinople a Christian city and would

not allow the performance of any cere-

monies connected with the pagan cults.

Art types, however, persist long after the

practice of the cults originally connected

with them.

The Roman city of Treves (Augusta ^
Tremrorum) goes back to the old Gallic

tribe of the Treviri, whose chief town was

besieged by Julius Caesar. It lay on the

right bank of the Moselle about 90 miles

from Coblenz where the Moselle joins the

Rhine. Whether it was surrounded by
walls in the time of Julius Caesar is not

known, but it was fortified certainly by
Augustus in 15 B.C., and a colony was

established there under Claudius. In

69 A.D. the walls of Treves are mentioned

by Tacitus (Historiae IV, Ch. 62). In the

Walls of
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second half of the third century, the town

was surrounded by strong walls and the

city became the residence of the Roman

emperors, and a vantage point from which

to wage war against the Germanic tribes.

Diocletian, at the time of the re-organiza-

tion of the Empire, made Treves the capital

not only of Belgica Prima but of the whole

of Gaul. For a century, from the time of

Maximianus to Maximus, 286 to 388, it

was the royal residence for all the Em-

perors except Julian, who lived in Paris.

It was the administrative centre from

which Gaul, Britain, and Spain were ruled

and was called the "Second Rome" and

the "Rome beyond the Alps."

There must necessarily have been many
enlargements of the encircling walls from

time to time, but there is now no trace of

the early walls and those now surviving

belong to the city at its greatest extent.

The accompanying ground plan of the

city of Treves, adapted from the copper

plate in Schmidt's work on Treves (see

Special References), shows the lines of

the old Roman wall. The ancient city
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extended much farther to the east and

southwest than at the present time. This

is shown clearly on the plan on which the

mediaeval walls with the encircling boule-

vards are shown. On the northeast side

the modern city wall is practically identical

with the Roman wall. The wall which

bounds the city on the side opposite the

river runs close to the ancient amphi-
theatre indicated on the plan and meets

at a sharp angle the southwest wall which

runs about parallel to the northeast wall

through the suburb of St. Mathias and

reaching to the river. The area enclosed

within these fortifications was more than

double that of the modern city and the

ancient population has been estimated as

more than double the population ; of the

city in 1905.

There has been practically no published

discussion concerning the gateway repre-

sented on the Constantinian medallion

(PI. IV) in numismatic and architectural

works. 5 Donaldson does not mention the

medallion in his Architectura Numisma-

tica, although the Paris example was
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The Porta

Nigra

illustrated in Cohen's Medailles Im-

periales VII, p. 255). Sir Arthur Evans,
in his article in the Numismatic Chronicle,

1910, does not identify the gate with any

particular gateway of the city. In a

passing reference, M. Babelon in the

Traite des Monnaies Grecq. et Rom., Vol. I *,

p. 52, identifies the gate on the medallion

with the Porta Alba. 6

Upon first investigation after a com-

parison of the imposing remains of the

gateway known as the Porta Nigra, one

of the finest Roman gateways still stand-

ing, with the representation on the medal-

lion, the natural conclusion would be that

this gateway, which it would seem must

have been the principal porta of the city,

is the one figured on the coin. This has

probably been the belief of most archae-

ologists familiar with the Porta Nigra and

the medallion. The fact that there appear
to be four towers instead of two is in no

wise disturbing, although the Porta Nigra
had but two, for coins seldom bear repre-

sentations of archaeological objects which

are faithful in detail. Furthermore, the
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representation is of the whole walled

enclosure with numerous towers, and the

two outer towers on the medallion prob-

ably represent single towers situated at

intervals on the encircling wall (of whose

existence the remains to-day bear evidence)

and do not belong to the gate proper. .

But a closer study of the walls and plan
of the city has revealed the fact that the

Porta Nigra cannot possibly be the gate-

way represented-on the binio. In the first

place, the Moselle River does not flow

closely enough to the city walls in the

vicinity of the Porta Nigra for it to form

naturally an integral part of a picture of

the city as seen from this gateway. In

the second place, there is the detail of the

bridge clearly depicted with its arches

across the river; and, as the extant

remains of this bridge and the results of

Schmidt's detailed study of the walls

show, there must have been an important

porta at the bridge-head in the west wall.

(Plan of Treves, Gate 4.) Finally, the

situation of the ruins now extant, the

Emperor's palace, the amphitheatre, etc.
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The four

gates of

Treves

(Plan of Treves), indicates clearly that not

only was there an important gate at the

bridge-head, but that this was the prin-

cipal entrance to the city although, un-

fortunately, all traces of it are now lost.

But most happily in pursuing the inquiry

further, the writer was rewarded by dis-

covering that the late compilation, known
as the Gesta Trevirorum (about 1132),

contains a full, albeit somewhat florid,

description of all the gateways of Treves

and confirms fully the above deductions,

by describing the bridge gate as the most

elaborate structure of all.

There were four gateways leading into

the city of Augusta Trevirorum. The
best known of these is the only one now

extant, the so-called Porta Nigra, which

was also known as the Porta Romana and

the Porta Martis, and lies about the centre

of the northeast wall. (See Plan of

Treves, Gate i.) A second gate was

situated at the opposite end of the long

street to which the Porta Nigra formed

one terminus. (Gate 2.) While a third

gate probably was situated about the
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spectat plagam porta media nominatur

quod per earn ingredientibus per mediam
civitatem iter pateat. Quarta autem
videlicet ad solis occubitum sita ex lapi-

dibus quadrangulis opere praeclarissimo
fuit instituta cuius in exitibus static vel

portus navium, per alveum supra nomi-

nati fluminis secus decurrentis hinc et

inde venientium, pro quibus per noctem
illuminandis haec eadem porta quasi sole

et luna ac stellis erat auro ac lapidibus

preciosis artificiose fabricatis insignita

unde ab operis praeclaritate incluta porta

dicta est ex nomine.

"And so that royal city nourished,

supreme in every form of excellence as

it was said, surrounded by walls and a

rampart, fortified by tall strong towers

and possessed of four public gateways

facing the four quarters of the earth, of

which the first looking toward the north

was built of square blocks, fastened

together not with cement but by iron in

a marvellous manner
;

it was called the

Porta Nigra the Black Gate, or the

Porta Martis, the Gateway of War;
as regards the second, which lies toward

the east, it is called the Porta Alba,
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The Moselle This description is borne out by the

modern investigation of the bridge in the

work of Ch. W. Schmidt (see Special

References). The Moselle bridge is said

to be 631 feet long between the land but-

tresses, but was originally longer. The

extreme pier on the left, and the two piers

on the right, are constructed of large blocks

of blue limestone, said to have come from

the neighborhood of Namur in Belgium.

These are fastened together without

mortar, being held in place by metal

clamps, just as the blocks of the Porta

Nigra were fastened together, as is evi-

denced by the monument itself, which is

still extant, and the testimony of the Gesta

(Ch. xxm). Five other buttresses are

constructed of basaltic lava, said to be

from Mayenne in Normandy, France.

There are eight arches, but the spans

themselves are not of Roman origin, but

later. The transportation of these great

blocks must have entailed an enormous

cost, and this factor will be considered

when we take up the question of the date

of the walls, towers, and bridge.
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A glance at our ground plan of Treves

shows that the bridge lies in a straight line

leading towards the ruins of the Emperor's

palace, along which, very probably, lay

an ancient road. Thus the bridge gateway
would have formed the principal entry

to the ancient city whose centre was near

the palace and amphitheatre of which the

remains are still to be seen. It would be

natural enough then, that the gateway
chosen for representation on the medallion

should be the Incluta Porta.

The date of the walls of Treves and the

gateway now standing, the Porta Nigra,

has been the subject of considerable dis-

cussion. Our authorities on the whole,

however, are pretty well agreed that the

archaeological indications point to a pe-

riod not earlier than that of Postumus,
about 258, and not as late as the time of

Valentinian I and Gratianus, 364-383.

Schmidt, whose opinion is regarded as the

most correct "by Behr, who has written the

most recent work on the Porta Nigra,

believes that Constantine the Great was

principally responsible for the erection of

Date of the

walls
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the great public buildings, walls, and

bridge of Treves. He argues that no

other Emperor resided in Treves so long

as Constantine the Great, and no other

Emperor is mentioned by ancient writ-

ers in connection with the restoration

of the city and reconstruction of the

monuments. Constantine the Great lived

in Treves in 306, 307, 313-316, then again,

in 329 and 331, at certain intervals.

The panegyrist, Eumenius, says in an

oration to Constantine, delivered in 310
on the occasion of an anniversary of the

foundation of Treves, which was also the

Quinquennial anniversary of Constantine

"May a new foundation day of the

city be celebrated on account of the bene-

factions of the Emperor since the city walls

have been restored throughout and since

the city is in a certain sense grateful for

the devastation suffered some time ago."

From this passage we learn that Constan-

tine the Great had just ornamented the

city anew and reconstructed its monu-

ments.

Since the archaeological investigations
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in general tend to establish the first half

of the fourth century as the date of the

principal monuments now standing, and

since Constantine chose the Incluta Porta

and the Moselle bridge for representation

on his medallion, we may. reasonably con-

clude from his long period of residence in

this capital, that the planning and recon-

struction of the principal defences and

public buildings was due to his initiative.

The Porta Nigra (see Frontispiece)

(Gate No. I, Plan of Treves), is one. of

the best preserved among Roman fortified

gateways, and it may be worth while to

examine it briefly as it probably furnishes

the best model for reconstructing in imagi-

nation the now destroyed Bridge Gateway,
the Incluta Porta, shown on the medallion.

The structure consisted of two fighting

towers or propugnacula for the purposes
of defense connected by galleries over a

double entrance. The Incluta Porta,

from the coin, appears to have had but

one opening, closed by doors, doubtless

of bronze, and it seems to have had four

towers rounding outwards instead of two.

Incluta

Porta on the

medallion
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But, of course, it is never safe to trust to

the details given in the die-engraving of

an ancient coin representing an archi-

tectural work. Furthermore, the conser-

vatism innate in architectural construction

makes one suspect that the Incluta Porta

was built in about the same way as the

Porta Nigra and other gateways seen on

coins of Anchialos and Bizya in Thrace,

Markianopolis, Nikopolis, and Trajanopolis

in Mcesia Inferior (see Donaldson's Archi-

tectura Numismatica and B. Pick's Die

Antiken Munzen Nord-Griechenlands, Pt. I,

Plates iii and xx). There were probably

just two towers in the Incluta Porta proper
like those of the Porta Nigra. The other

two shown to right and left as higher

towers in the medallion undoubtedly

represent merely an attempt to show two

single towers at distant points on the

encircling wall. The tops of three more

appear on the wall in the distance. The

slanting lines at the top between inner and

outer towers reveal this attempt at per-

spective. The die-engraver has merely
tried to give the effect of courses of stone
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tinian was intimidated into naming a

co-ruler from the first), it may seem sur-

prising to note that the mint at which our

medallion was issued is that of Antioch in

Syria which belonged within the empire of

Valens. It is not necessary to assume,

however, that the medallion must therefore

have been struck within the short period

when the two brothers were passing

through the chief cities of the district near

Nicaea and arranging the allotment of the

Empire. For it was customary for co-

emperors as long as they were on friendly

terms to strike coins each in the name of

the other at mints over which each ruler

exercised direct control. Thus coins of

Licinius were issued from the London mint

which had belonged to Constantius Chlorus

and passed directly into Constantine's

power, and coins of Constantine were

issued from the mint of Antioch which had

belonged to Licinius after the defeat of

Maximinus I Daza in 313. So too Valen-

tinian and Valens issued coins for each

other in mints outside their own immediate

personal control.
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To what period then and to what event

must the medallion be assigned? The

reverse type of the victorious Valentinian

with the inscription Gloria Reipublicae

suggests an important military triumph.

This, it may be proposed, was in all like-

lihood the -victory won at the battle of

Solicinium on the Neckar in 368. At least,

this battle marks the successful completion

of a campaign against the Alemanni for

which Valentinian prepared for two years.

Valentinian had fallen ill in 367 when
Gratianus was made Augustus at the

tender age of eight, and he wished to assure

the safety of his Empire and, also, to add

military glory to his son's name. The

attack against the barbarians lasted from

June 17 to July 31, 368. The victorious

outcome of this campaign, well-known in

Valentinian's military career, is the one

event to which we can point as the most

probable occasion for the issue of this

medallion.

The figure of Valentinian I on this

medallion should be compared with the

figure of Valentinian on a silver disc in the
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Museum of Geneva (Mrs. A. Strong,

Apotheosis and After Life, PL xiii, 2,

and F. de Mely, Monuments Piot, 1900,

(Vol. vn, p. 74, Fig. 2.) The Emperor
is represented on this disc as the central

figure addressing a group of his soldiers.

He holds in his right hand a globe sur-

mounted by a figure of Victory who is

approaching him with a wreath and palm

branch, while his left arm is resting upon
and supporting the vexillum exactly as

on the medallion. The Emperor is, also,

in military dress but the head is facing

forward and the body is more firmly set

in a frontal pose than on our medallion.

Another difference is the fact that the

Emperor's head is surrounded by a large

solar aureole on the silver disc.

The general similarity of the two pieces,

however, is sufficient to warrant our

suggesting that both of these small works

of art may have been inspired by a larger

work of art representing the Emperor as

victor after some signal triumph. The
disc is dated by M. de Mely in the year

370, but the reason for selecting this year
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of coin issues in the Roman series which

some modern writers very aptly term coin-

medals, or medallic coins, that is, pieces

of higher denomination than usual, mul-

tiples, whole or fractional, of the aureus

and solidus in gold, the denarius and

antoninianus in silver, and of the as in

bronze. But the word numisma, or no-

misma, the Greek word equivalent to

nummus "coin," came in course of time

to designate coins which were out of cir-

culation and to be used in poetry of coins

in general. In a passage in the Digest,

Pomponius VII, I, 28, the word is used

in describing old coins :

Numismata aurea vel argentea vetera

quibus pro gemmis uti solent "Ancient

gold and silver coins which they are

accustomed to use as jewelry."

This is an interesting passage furnish-

ing ancient testimony as to the use of coins

and medallions in jewelry, although the

word numismata here cannot be taken as

designating medallions only, but means

rather coins which were no longer in circu-

lation. The generic word forma combined
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with adjectives derived from distributive

numerals to indicate the multiple, formae

binariae, ternariae, etc., is found in the pass-

age from the Life of Alexander Severus

quoted at length below. The word
' '

binio
' '

occurs in a description of a coin of Gal-

lienus, and the word
"
quaternio

"
is found

on a quadruple antoninianus of Valerian

and Gallienus (Rev. Num., 1855, p. 392).

Thus there is ample justification for the

terms binio, ternio, quaternio, quinio,

senio, etc.

The Roman medallions, however, were

not merely multiple coins. If that were

so, we should expect to find them in larger

quantities, to see them in proportionate

numbers at different periods, whereas they
are scarcer than any other issues. For the

first two centuries of the Empire, gold and

silver medallions are extremely rare. Only
two gold medallions of the First Century
A.D. have come down one of Augustus
found at Pompeii in 1759 and now in the

Naples Museum, and one of Domitian,

formerly in the French collection, but now
lost. It is only in the Third Century
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under Caracalla and Elagabalus that large

numbers of gold medallions appear to have

been coined. In the Fourth Century,

gold medallions are fairly abundant; and

with this increase in number comes also

an increase in the size, for it is only at this

period that the gold medallion takes on

that fundamental quality of the modern

medal which is an unrestricted diameter,

a feature which links the Roman medallion

in gold of this period more closely to the

modern medal than in its origin. But

while the large gold medallions of the Late

Empire suggest the modern medal most

vividly, and have certainly this much in

'common with the medal, namely, a com-

memorative purpose, it is easy to indicate

the points of difference between the Roman
medallion in general, and the modern

medal.

Briefly stated, there is, first, the fact

that their issue was entirely controlled by
the state, that is, imperial authority.

This is true also of the bronze medallions

struck under senatorial authority and

designated as senatorial issues by the
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letters S. C. on the reverse, for the senate's

power to strike these pieces was delegated

by imperial authority. No private in-

dividual, or private society or association

of individuals, could issue a medallion as

may, of course, be done with a modern

medal. Only the Emperor, and those

persons whom he designated, could be

represented on the medallions. No artist,

statesman, general, or philosopher had this

privilege. Secondly, the metal and the

weights of the medallion are in strict

accordance with the standard existing for

the coinage. The silver and bronze

medallions suffer the same periodical

decline and renewal in fineness of metal

as the coinage, and the weights vary with

the rise and fall of the weights of the coins.

Thirdly, the restricted diameter of the

medallion up to a very late period indicates

the adherence to the conventional standard

of size set by the actual coin units of which

they were the multiples, weight being

expressed by the thickness of the flan

(this refers chiefly to bronze). Again, the

types are almost exclusively concerned
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moneta detinuit, exspectans ut, si

vectigal contrahere potuisset, et eosdem

ederet : sed quum non potuisset per

publicas necessitates, conflari eos jussit,

et tremisses tantum solidosque formari.

Formas binarias, ternarias et quater-

narias, et denarias etiam, atque amplius,

usque ad bilibres quoque et centenarias,

quas Heliogabalus invenerat, resolvi

praecepit, neque in usu cuiusquam ver-

sari, atque ex eo his materiae nomen
inditum est, quum diceret plus largiendi

hanc esse imperatori causam, si, quum
multos solidos minores dare possit, dans

decem vel amplius una forma, triginta

et quinquaginta et centum dare cogere-
tur "He lessened the public taxes

to this degree that those who under

Elagabalus had paid ten aurei should

pay a third of an aureus, namely, the

thirtieth part of the old tax. Then, for

the first time, half-aurei, or semisses,

were struck; and also third aurei, or

tremisses, when he had lowered the tax

to the third of an aureus. He was also

intending to issue quarter-aurei, the

lowest tax possible, and these were in

fact already struck, and Alexander held
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Lampridius here states that Alexander

Severus ordered the multiple aurei, namely,
the double, triple, quadruple, and more

aurei, to be melted down and retired from

circulation. The context shows that these

multiples were hitherto regarded as part

of the regular currency, one of the chief

uses of these larger denominations being

their distribution by the Emperor as

largesses or liberalities. The command
that these pieces be withdrawn from cir-

culation and be considered merely as

bullion is mentioned by Lampridius in

immediate connection with the discussion

of new coin denominations these were

the tremissis, or third-aureus, which was

struck by Alexander to facilitate payment
of taxes, and a projected issue, the quarter-

aureus, which was struck but not issued

and subsequently melted down. Lam-

pridius, who wrote about a century after

Alexander, is in error in his first, and

incidental, statement about the divisions

of the aureus, namely, that the half-aurei,

semisses aureorum, were first issued under

Alexander, for of course we find the
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quinarius aureus at the beginning of the

Empire. The third-aureus, also, which

he assigns to Alexander (222-235 A.D.),

as the inventor is, according to numismatic

evidence, first known under Valerian (253-

260 A.D.). The historian is probably led

to attribute the introduction of the tre-

missis to Alexander on account of Alex-

ander's reform of the taxes which might

naturally have called forth such an issue.

As coins of this denomination are lacking,

however, before Valerian's time, the state-

ment must remain unconfirmed.

Lampridius is at great pains to depict

Alexander in his character as Severus,

pointing out in the following chapter, 40,

his preference for extreme simplicity in

dress and manners. It was from motives

of economy that the "pieces of two, three,

four, ten, and more aurei, up to pieces of

two-pounds and even one hundred-aurei,

which Elagabalus had invented," were

consigned to the melting pot. This

sentence is of prime importance, for it

attributes to Elagabalus the first issue of

medallions of phenomenal weight. The
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text allows the interpretation of the clause

"which Elagabalus had invented" as

restricted to the words immediately pre-

ceding, namely, "the two-pound and 100-

aurei pieces." Again, there are in exist-

ence to-day medallions of the denomina-

tions known as binios, ternios, and quater-

nios from the period preceding Elagabalus,

which confirms the above interpretation.

But in detail Lampridius has fallen into

error. For in the time of Alexander

Severus, the aureus having a weight of

6.54 grams was struck on the basis of 50

to a Roman pound, 6.54X50= 327.00

grams. Hence, the bilibres, or two-pound

pieces, would be precisely pieces of 100

aurei, and Lampridius' phrase usque ad

bilibres quoqiie et centenarias, "even up
to the two-pound pieces, and also those

of 100 aurei," makes nonsense. Probably
the writer may have been thinking of

pieces of 50 and 100 aurei which would be

pound and two-pound pieces (327 grams
and 654 grams). M. Babelon remarks

that the formae bilibres and the formae
centenariae are equivalent expressions
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(Traite des Monti. Gr. et Rom. I
1

p. 529).

Kenner (op. cit., pp. 23 and 144) emends

the text to read usque ad librales quoque et

centenarias
"
up to pound pieces and

those of loo-aurei", which gives the

required sense although probably not the

original words.

It is interesting to consider the exact

words used for the acts of demonetization

attributed by Lampridius to Alexander.

Of the projected quarter-aurei pieces, he

says conflari eos iussit "he ordered

them to be melted down"; but of the

multiple aurei which Alexander wished to

withdraw from actual use, he says
"
Resolvi

praecepit neque in usu cuiusquam versari,

atque ex eo his materiae nomen inditum

est"
"
He, ordered them to be melted

down and not to be found in anyone's

possession or use; and from that time

on the name of bullion was given to these

pieces" that is to say, the command was

to melt down these pieces in due course

as they were gathered into the treasury

or mint, and meantime they were not to

be circulated as currency but as mere gold
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bullion; the second part of the decree

working immediately to restrict the power
of legal tender which these pieces had

formerly possessed. Such an act would

not have prevented a large number of the

medallions from being retained as souve-

nirs, and encased in frames and worn as

jewelry, which was commonly done in

the Fifth and Sixth Centuries, A.D.

Whatever may have been the fate of the

large medallions invented by Elagabalus
whether destroyed as the result of this

decree, or in later times, but one gold
medallion of this Emperor exists to-day,

a binio (Gnecchi, PL I, 7). Of Alexander

Severus, a binio (Cohen, 267) of the year

225, and an octuple piece or double qua-
ternio (Cohen, 406) of the year 230 (the

Decennalia) are known. Thus, Alexander

appeared to have struck multiple aurei,

but perhaps they were previous to his act

of demonetization. The formation of

multiples in gold, to judge from what is

extant and the literary testimony, was an

arbitrary matter resting with the Emperor
and not part of the regular currency
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system. Official and unofficial melting

down in antiquity and later, accounts for

most of the present dearth of examples.

The striking of medallions of unusual

dimensions did not become a common

imperial custom until the Fourth and,

particularly, the Fifth and Sixth Centuries,

when they attained a really remarkable

size. The famous medallion of Justinian I

(527-565 A.D.) now lost, discovered at

Caesarea in Cappadocia in 1751, (Brit.

Mus. Cat. of Byzantine Coins, p. 25, frontis-

piece), weighed 162.5 gr. equal to 36 solidi

or half a Roman pound of 72 solidi, and

measured 85 mm. in diameter. Similarly,

a medallion of Valens (364-378 A.D) with

the reverse Gloria Romanorum (Kubitschek,

Ausgewdhlte Romische Medaillons, 356)

having a narrow frame but no ring for

suspension weighs about the same, 178.9

gr. The gold framed medallion of Con-

stantius II (323-361 A.D.) (Kubitschek,

Ausgewdhlte Romische Medaillons, No. 300),

with the reverse Gaudium Romanorum,
cannot now be weighed very exactly on

account of its wide frame. The total
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weight is 256.9 gr. and the diameter

93 mm.
;

the medallion, itself, however

measures 71 mm.
Another medallion, like the two pre-

ceding pieces also in the Vienna Museum,

surpasses all others known to-day in

weight. It has a narrow gold frame and

perforated attachment with a total dia-

meter of 92 mm. and weight of 412.72 gr.

This is the piece bearing the bust of Valens

and Gloria Romanorum reverse. Dis-

counting the frame, the medallion proper

must be equivalent to 90 solidi or more,

at 4.50 gr. each. This piece gives us a

vivid idea of the pound and two-pound

pieces of Elagabalus noted by Lampridius,

for it weighs more than the Roman pound
of 327 gr., and of the medallions described

by Gregory of Tours (Hist. Franc. Ch. vi, 2)

as follows :

Aureos etiam singularium librarum

pondere quos imperator misit, ostendit,

habentes ab una parte iconam impera-
toris pictam, et scriptum in circulo:

TIBERII CONSTANTINI PERPETUI AUGUSTI
;

ab alia vero par^ habentes quadrigam
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shown, occupies a place intermediate

between the coin and the medal. It was,

in fact, a coin in all its external aspects,

weight, metal, and types, but it certainly

was not struck primarily for circulation,

although no doubt capable of circulating

as currency. The same fundamental

monetary character may be established in

the case of the silver and bronze medallions,

although these may have been more easily

absorbed into the regular currency, and

have actually seen more circulation than

the gold. The two passages cited above

(1) Lampridius (ist third of the Fourth

Century) Vita Alexandri Severi, Ch. 39,

(2) Gregory of Tours (Sixth Century)
Hist. Franc. VI, 2, indicate clearly the

donative character of the gold medallion.

We have, also, a decree of the Emperors
Theodosius and Valentinian of the year

348 A.D. (Cod. Theod. 15. 9. i) which for-

bade the actors from distributing "heavier

silver coins than those weighing one-

sixtieth of a pound" (545 gr.). Such
"
heavier silver coins" which the actors

had formerly used must have been in fact
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silver medallions, and the passage quoted
confirmed the donative nature of these

pieces.

The circumstance that many of the

largest medallions have come down to us

encased in ornamental frames or equipped
with rings for suspension, has naturally

tended to support the argument as to the

medallic nature of these pieces. Coins,

however, are just as frequently found set

in gold to be worn as necklaces, bracelets,

etc. Several large finds have yielded

most remarkable treasures of this sort,

One find made in Hungary, near Szilagy-

Somlyo, in 1797, brought to light as many
as 24 Roman medallions. In this hoard

were contained the unusually large framed

medallions of the Vienna Numismatic

Collection with the heads of Constantius

II, Valens and Gratianus.

A second large find of gold jewelry,

including pieces set with coins and medal-

lions, unearthed in 1909 in Egypt (Den-

nison, "A Gold Treasure from Egypt")
is of great interest in this connection, the

objects in this find ranging in date from
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the Third to the Sixth Century; the

majority, however, belonged to the latter

century. The goldsmith's work on the

pectorals and medallions is regarded as of

Egyptian or Syrian origin, and differs

decidedly from the style of work on the

Vienna medallions which were found in

Hungary. The frames of the medallions

from Hungary are characterized by solid

decorative bands, whereas those from the

Egyptian find are of more delicate work-

manship with wire coils, chiselled work,

raised spirals, and, very frequently, open-
work designs.

From the find place of the Vienna medal-

lions (Szilagy-Somlyo in Hungary, which

was in the ancient province of Dacia which

became lost to the Roman Empire in 274)
7

and from the style of art of their frames,

Kenner has inferred that they were made
into objects of jewelry outside the Ro-

man Empire and were worn particularly

by barbarian chieftains who received them

as gifts from the princes of the Empire.
The recent find in Egypt disposes of this

theory as applying to all medallions of this
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class for the objects in it were produced
within the bounds of the Empire. Fur-

thermore, we have the statement of Pom-

ponius (Dig. VII, i. 28) above quoted to the

effect that the ancients were accustomed to

wear old gold and silver coins as jewelry.

And Dennison points out that the Sixth

Century to which he assigns the large

medallion of Theodosius I from the

Egyptian treasure (No. 2 in the Freer

Collection, the only coin-medallion proper,

i.e. struck piece in the find), was one of

great luxury in which elaborate jewelled

ornaments were worn by the wealthy

people of the time. The custom is exactly

parallel with the modern practice of

wearing coins as brooches and as pendants.

Just as imitative jewelry is designed from

models, so the ancients wore jewelled

pieces with medallions cast or repoussee

in gold to imitate the originals as, for

example, those in the Morgan and Freer

pectorals in the treasure from Egypt.
In general, it may be inferred that the

settings, if not in every case strictly con-

temporaneous, are not very far removed
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from the periods of the medallions them-

selves that is to say, they belong to

the late Roman period.

A third find of gold medallions encased

in frames is that made at Velp, in Gelder-

land, Holland, in 1715, which contained

a large gold necklace to which were

attached five large medallions of Honorius

and Galla Placidia. The examples of these

medallions in the Paris collection are

from this find. The find place which is

outside the bounds of the Roman Empire
at the time of Constantine is of interest in

connection with the find in Hungary.
A large proportion of the framed medal-

lions shown in Gnecchi's corpus came
from the Szilagy-Somlyo find, so that it

would appear that of all the framed pieces

known the majority come from find spots

outside the Roman Empire. Thus
Kenner's contention that these medallions

were presentation pieces offered to chief-

tains of barbarous tribes by the Emperors
is materially strengthened.

O. Seeck and Fr. Kenner have both con-

tributed admirable analyses of the purposes
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for which the Roman medallion was

created. The gold medallion was a form

of money suited to the high position of the

Augustus of which the Emperor made use

for the purpose of personal commemora-
tion. The medallions must not be thought
of as gifts or largesses handed out to the

people or soldiers. Their scarcity points

rather to a restricted circle of privileged

political and social' acquaintances of the

Emperor. From the First Century on,

the houses of distinguished men were

visited by a large number of clients who
were entertained on public occasions by
their patrons. At first, the entertainment

took the form of a meal, but later a definite

sum of money, the sportula, was given as

the equivalent of the chief meal of the day.

and thus the entertainment of these some-

what troublesome guests was compounded.
Such sportulae were presented on the

birthday of the patron, his entry into a

consulship, a marriage anniversary, and

other festival occasions. Sportulae, fur-

thermore, were given to those who dedi-

cated a public building and so on, and
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were distributed among guests at a social

entertainment. New Year's gifts also

were quite general, and the Emperors
shared in the custom in that they received

and demanded gifts of money at the

Salutatio. A letter by Symmachus has

come down .to us in which upon entry into

his consulate, he accompanied the invita-

tion -with a gold solidus. There are

several other letters which speak of the

gift of two solidi on the occasion of the

marriage of his son. Presents of money
could be offered, also, to men of rank and

influence. The sportula in the beginning

was a very modest sum of money, just

sufficient to buy with it a mid-day meal.

In the Fourth Century it had developed
into a very considerable gift, and this

development started even in the Third

Century. In harmony with this, the gold

medallions are very scarce and are almost

entirely lacking in the first two centuries

of the Empire, and silver also are extremely

scarce.

The types of the medallions reflect the

motive which led to their issue, games,
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triumphal processions, the first arrival in

the city, the departure for war, the Vota

sacrifices or Jubilee of the reign, the intro-

duction of the Caesar as princeps inven-

tutis, the marriage of the same, the birth

of his children, the dedication of a temple,

the consecratio, these are the medallion

types most commonly chosen.

The medallion was well suited to 'com-

memorate the fame and prestige of the

Emperor's family. The announcement of

the appointment of a son to the rank of

Caesar, or of his wife to that of Augusta,

had as object the increase of public inter-

est in the Emperor's household. Un-

doubtedly, there was complete distinction

of person according to the official position

and political importance of the recipient.

An example has been given already under

medallion, No. 3, the Equis Romanus

type, of an apparently intentional grada-

tion of weights. Other cases may be cited

in which a given type was struck in a

series of different weights.
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NOTES

1 The institution of the Decennial games and

the Vota goes back to the early period of the

Empire (cf. Eckhel, Doctrina Numorum Ve-

terum, Vol. vm, Ch. xiv, De numis votorum).

although mention of them occurs more fre-

quently in the days of the declining Empire,

Augustus, in order to avoid the suspicion of

assuming royal power, undertook the imperium
or supreme control over his own provinces, i.e.

the non-senatorial, for a period of ten years,

promising to pacify them completely within

that time. When the first decade had elapsed,

he renewed his imperium for five years, and
then again for five and later ten years and so

on. The following emperors, although receiv-

ing the imperium for life, maintained the

custom of periodical games and prayers for

the happy conclusion of the various periods

and auspicious anticipation of the ensuing
interval.

2 Maurice, Num. Constantin., Vol. I, p. cxl,

p. 467, and Vol. Ill, p. 51.
3 Five gold medallions are known which were

struck in the name of Constantine II to com-

memorate the Decennial celebration of 326-327

(Seeck, Zeit. f. Num., 1898).
4 On this whole vexed question, see Maurice,

op. cit. Vol. I, pp. 468469. Compare also Mau-
rice, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 408, 410, where it is
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demonstrated that the issues of Constantius II,

who became Caesar on Nov. 8, 324, showing
the same type of uplifted head (as on the coin

of Crispus, Cohen, 59) struck at the mint of

Tarragona, cannot be later than the end of

326, when this mint was closed; nor earlier

than November, 324, when Constantius II was
elevated to the rank of Caesar. In the natural

course of events, Constantine the Great prob-

ably ordered his portrait, as described by
Eusebius, to be placed upon his own medallions

issued for his Vicennial celebrations, 325 and

326; and thereafter, on the occasion of the

Decennial celebration of the Caesars in 326, to

be placed upon the coinages of the Caesars,

Crispus, Constantine Junior, and Constantius II.

The solidi as well as the multiple issues were

probably distributed as sportulae to the im-

portant personages of the Empire, and to the

chiefs of foreign states which sent delegations

to congratulate the Emperor on the anniver-

sary.
5 After the argument establishing the Porta

Induta as the gateway represented on the

medallion had been worked out, the writer's

attention was called to A. Blanchet's book on
the Roman walled towns in Gaul (see Special

References). M. Blanchet begins (p. 89) with

a description of two gateways of which remains

are still in situ, No. i, the Porta Nigra, and
No. 2, the Porta Mediana, whose ground plan
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is about the same as that of the Porta Nigra,

except that the bases of the towers are square
instead of round. In a footnote, p. 92 (2), the

author enquires whether this second gateway
may not have been the Porta Mediana noted

in a Latin text of 853 A.D. After describing

gate No. 3, the gate of the amphitheatre, Blan

chet continued, "It is admitted that a fourth

gate lay opposite to this near the site of the

Moselle bridge." In a footnote, p. 92 (3), he

adds, "Later on I shall revert to. a gold coin

which probably represents this gate." On p.

331, after enumerating various instances of

coins representing 45 gateways, Blanchet con-

tinues,
"
Consequently certain exceptional pieces

perhaps allude to particular constructions such

as the double solidus of Constantine the First,

306337, struck at Treves, which represents not

the gate alone, as has often been said, but the

walled enclosure of Treves flanked by seven

towers and fortified with a double gate ;
in

front is the Moselle and a bridge. Above the

gate is the statue of the Emperor ; _to right and

to left are crouching prisoners (PI. xxi, Fig. 3).

One cannot refrain from connecting this small

coin with a passage in the panegyric of Con-

stantine which mentions this Emperor's build-

ing activity." Note (4) adds, "The gate repre-

sented is facing the Moselle on the west of the

city. It cannot, therefore, be the Porta Nigra
which is on the north side and far from the
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river. One must bear in mind artists' conven-

tions, so important in ancient art, in regard to

these representations on coins; thus the great

enclosure at Treves had more than seven

towers." Note (5) to p. 331, quotes a passage
in the Incerti Panegyr. vn, 22 (edition Baehrens

p. 178) : "ita cunctis moenibus resurgentem."

Putting all these references together, one

may infer that Blanchet wished to identify

the Treves gate on the medallion with the

Bridge gate. The important evidence supplied

by the Gesta Trevirorum, and the evidence

derived from the statements of contemporaries
of Constantine as to his architectural construc-

tions at Treves were, however, lacking, so that

Blanchet did not bring out strongly the iden-

tification of the gate as the Porta Induta.
6 In tracing the origin of the statement that

the gate on the medallion should be identified

with the Porta Alba, a short article by A. de

Longperier in the Rev. Num., 1864, on this

same medallion was discovered (see Special

References). M. de Longperier rejected the

identification of the gate with the Porta Nigra
on the ground that, since the excavations, the

gateway showed two large arches like the arch

of Augustus at Nimes. On the other hand, the

author does not accept the identification with

the Porta Alba, which gate is represented on
the coinage of the archbishops, Dietrich 965-
977, and Ludolf 994-1008, of which the latter
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bears the inscription PORTA ALBA. Quoting
from the Antiquities of Treves by Brower et

Masen,
"
Antiquitatum et Annalium Trevirensium

libri XXV," Liege, 1670, the author interest-

ingly enough concludes that the gate on the

medallion must certainly be identified with

the fourth gateway mentioned by these

writers, namely, the Porta Inclyta the very
conclusion which we had reached from quite

independent sources. Doubtless, these seven-

teenth-century writers whom Longperier con-

sulted derived their information from the Gesta

Trevirorum, as is quite apparent from the

quotation cited (op. cit. p. 98) :

"Quarta occidentem versus ad Mosellae

allabentis litus excitata porta erat quae
illustri specie artis, et magnificentia operis,

caeteras longe superabat ;
ut ab ipsa struc-

turae elegantia, porta Inclyta diceretur.

Haec porta aureis siderum figuris exornata,

et nocturno succensa ac late coruscans

lumine, navigantibus phari loco proposita

ipsum quoque urbis portum grata luce

collustrabat."
7 Kenner, op. cit., p. 153, refers to the large

framed medallions of Constantius II and

Valens as having been probably g'ifts of these

emperors to barbarian chieftains whose 'Ger-

manic* goldsmiths' art is recognizable in the

frames. Their find place, also, he thought,

pointed to their having been worn by princes
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MEDALLIC WORK

Europe had to offer in the way of Art,

notwithstanding that some of the paint-

ings and objects exhibited could come
within this category only by courtesy.

Travel, too, was rapidly becoming less

costly and not so difficult, and the people
who had gone abroad were coming back

with higher standards and broadened

tastes. The voices of Hunt, Saint-Gaudens

and John La Farge were beginning to be

heard in the land. Photography was

aiding by substituting inexpensive and

accurate prints for the poor and costly

engravings which had preceded them.

Several groups of architects were just

coming into prominence, and with their

rise, sculpture, always in close alliance

with its sister art, began to find a steadier

demand for its output and a better under-

standing of its decorative possibilities

and limitations. In consequence, the

succeeding decade saw a tremendous

growth in the plastic art saw it develop
into a medium of expression excelled only

by painting.

When sixteen years of age, Mr. Wein-
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man was apprenticed as a carver of wood

and ivory under Kaldenberg. He at-

tended the classes at Cooper Union, and

by the time he had reached his twentieth

year, he was enabled to enter the studio of

Philip Martiny. Here he worked until

1895.

Mr. Martiny is one of the best teachers

to whom a young sculptor could have gone
for his first instruction. His work is

characterized by a technical excellence far

above the average. Born in Alsace, his

heritage of good taste gave him an advan-

tage over his competitors. Part of his

training had been received in France,

and in America he had come under the in-

fluence of Saint-Gaudens early in his career.

Although most of Martiny's work was

in the round, it was in these early years

that the first stimulus towards medallic

expression came to Mr. Weinman. At

the World's Columbian Exposition in

Chicago, in 1893, a room was devoted

to the work of European medallists, and

this proved a revelation to the young
student. Enquiry into methods and pro-
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cesses followed, and the development has

continued ever since.

In 1895 Mr. Weinman was promoted to

the post of assistant in the studio of

Olin L. Warner. A brief word will make
clear the reasons for this listing of his

instructors. Too often the sketch of an

artist's career becomes little more than a

roll of the masters under whom he worked.

Such a mere list, however, has significance.

Those familiar with the history of painting

know that the number of pictures attrib-

uted to Rubens is far greater than could

have been produced by a single man in a

long lifetime. More than most of the

other masters of painting, he used his pupils

for the preparation of his canvases and

the drudgery of his many huge pictures.

Just such a procedure maintains in the

studios of sculptors, and especially where

the work is being executed in marble.

The master supplies the design or model

and the pupils carry out his instructions.

The block is hewn down from the pro-

portions in which it was received until it

begins to assume the form demanded by
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the subject. The wax or clay model

selected as nearest to the ultimate inten-

tion of the master is then copied roughly ;

but not until his figure is to be seen as

through a veil does the master begin his

work. Previously, of course, he will have

been watching his pupils with jealous

eyes lest a careless blow endanger his

creation. Then, like Galatea under the

touch of Pygmalion, the figure begins

to take life at his hands. The niceties of

the finished work begin to appear.

Naturally, master and pupil must be in

close sympathy else they could not work

together. A comradeship of thought and

deed which has continued for several

years makes the pupil the spiritual son

of his master. Consequently, the roll of

those who have inspired and led the

thought of the beginner is of more than

casual significance, because to anyone
familiar with the work of these masters

it shows what influences have been guid-

ing the hand and spirit. His education

Degins as an assistant, and is supple-

mented by such courses at schools as the
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evening classes permit. Gradually he

develops until he assumes the role of a col-

laborator a co-laborer, with his master.

Sometimes, though not frequently, this

assistance is acknowledged Mr. French's

figures of "The Continents" which adorn

the New York Customs House, bear his

signature "Assisted by A. A. Weinman."

When the master feels that he has given

of his best to his pupil, the youngster is

pushed out to make his own way and be-

come a master in his turn and in his own

right.

The interest in medals which the ex-

hibition at Chicago had awakened was

further stimulated in Warner's studio

when Mr. Weinman assisted on the bronze

doors of the Congressional Library.

Warner had produced a series of por-

trayals of the American Indians which

are among the best of the early medals

produced in this country. Mr. Warner,

however, died very suddenly, within nine

months after the time Mr. Weinman had

begun to work with him. This catastrophe

brought to Weinman an invitation to
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enter the studio of Augustus Saint-Gaudens

as his assistant.

It is to Augustus Saint-Gaudens more

than to any other single artist that we
owe so much for his effort to awaken this

country to the importance and value of

fine sculpture. He achieved an enviable

position of respect and admiration. A
natural leader, he stimulated his pupils

and assistants with inspiration to which

they all testify. In consequence, there

was the greatest benefit in coming under his

direction. Because Saint-Gaudens was a

master of bas-relief, Weinman's interest

in medals received added encouragement.
In 1998 Saint-Gaudens left for Europe,

and Mr. Weinman then entered the studio

of Charles H. Niehaus. Here, for little more
than five years he worked under the influ-

ence of another of our prominent American

sculptors. Then followed two years of col-

laboration with Daniel C. French, and feel-

ing that his preparation was now adequate,
he set up a studio for himself in 1906.

During this time his interest in medals

had been growing steadily, and occasional
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plaques had been produced in spare

moments. One of the earliest of these is

the portrait of his mother modelled as early

as 1896. Portraits of children followed

in 1898 and 1900. An official commission

for the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

in 1904 gave opportunity for a different

type of medal. There came an oppor-

tunity to collaborate with Saint-Gaudens in

the Roosevelt Medal (1905). In 1906,

the Life-Saving Medal was designed, and

followed in the next year by the Award
Medal of the American Institute of Archi-

tects. Portrait plaques were finished in

1910, and during 1911 designs for the new

dime and half-dollar were carried to com-

pletion. Two charmingly decorative

medallions of his little daughter were com-

pleted in 1915, and in 1918 he finished the

J. Sanford Saltus Award Medal given by
the American Numismatic Society for artis-

tic achievement in the art of the medal. Mr.

Weinman has sincebeen awarded this medal .

A War Service medal for Mount Sinai Hos-

pital, finished early in 1920, is the latest

of Mr. Weinman's productions in this field.
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A study of these medals will show a

development which has been consistent

in reaching toward better things. Por-

traiture, which is the chief objective in the

earlier medals, is achieved with a growing
sense of ease and power in each succeeding

design. The composition steadily grows
more skilful and the problems faced be-

come more complicated without the result

being the less happy.
Mr. Weinman's skill in modelling chil-

dren is shown in the "Rocking-horse

Baby", and the plaquette of "Bobbie"

with his lifelike attendant. In the Saltus

Award Medal Mr. Weinman has over-

come a series of difficulties with a happi-
ness that brooks comparison with the work

of some of the Renaissance medallists.

In the following list of Mr. Weinman's

medallic work, the metal of which the

piece is struck is indicated for the Award
Medals. Many of the portraits are gal-

vanos. Most of these medals may be

seen at the Museum of the American

Numismatic Society.
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LOUISIANA PURCHASE MEDAL
Commemorative Medal *

Obv. A triangular planchet with curved

sides. In a circular reserve, a draped fe-

male figure wearing a Liberty cap, throws

about her shoulders and about a more

youthful figure, an American flag whose

folds occupy the field. At the lower right,

the rising sun with its rays. VNIVER-
SAL EXPOSITION SAINT LOVIS
VNITED STATES OF AMERICA
In the exergue - M C - M . IV The

space outside the reserve is filled with stars.

Wreaths are at each point of the triangle ;

within the wreath at the upper left, U S
;

at the right, J N ; below, fleur-de-lys.

Rev. An American eagle with outspread

wings above a cartouche bearing the in-

scription COMMEMORATIVE MEDAL
1
LOVISIANA PVRCHASE

|
EXPO-

SITION Beneath the reserve, two dol-

phins, opposed, with a scallop shell above

them. The field outside the reserve is

treated as on the obverse.

Medal 70 mm. x 70 mm.
*This design also used for the GOLD MEDAL.
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MOUNT SINAI MEDAL
Obv. In the centre an upright female

figure, with drapery in graceful lines and a

cuirass decorated with a caduceus, supports

a youth with bandaged head. His left

hand grasps a broken sword
;
his shield is

still upon his arm. At the back, a glower-

ing man with helmet, cuirass and greaves,

supports a sword on his right shoulder and

holds in his left hand a four-headed ser-

pent. At the lower left, a tree stump and

ruins in flames. At the right, an oak tree

from which a single branch has sprouted.

Rev. A wreath with ornate fillets and

caduceus. At left, 1917. At right, 1919.

Inscription reads IN COMMEMORATION
|
OF THE PATRIOTIC SERVICE OF
THE

|
PHYSICIANS SURGEONS AND

NURSES
|
COMPRISING THE MOUNT

SINAI HOSPITAL UNIT BASE HOS-
PITAL NUMBER

|

THREE DURING
THE WORLD WAR

|

THIS MEDAL
IS PRESENTED

|

BY THE TRUSTEES
OF MOUNT

|

SINAI HOSPITAL TO
. Below, ribboned panel for a name.

Bronze medal. 75 mm. in diameter.
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SALTUS AWARD MEDAL

Obv. A slender female figure, wearing a

Phrygian cap, seated beneath a tree. In

her left hand she holds the model for a

medal; in her right, a modelling tool.

About the rim PARYA - NE PEREANT,
(the motto of The American Numismatic

Society). At the lower right, the mono-

gram of the artist. In the exergue A N
S and the device of the Society a twig
with three oak leaves and three acorns.

Rev. In a slightly sunken circular field,

Pegasus mounting to the left. Cloud

masses, partly covering the rayed disc of

the sun, fill the field at the lower left The

inscription in concentric lines reads THE -

J SANFORD - SALTUS
|
AWARD

MEDAL
|

OF - THE - AMERICAN -

NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
|
FOR SIG-

NAL ACHIEYEMENT
|

IN THE
ART OF THE . MEDAL Dividing

the inscription on the left, a branch of

laurel
;
on the right, a branch of oak.

This silver medal is awarded annually
for artistic achievement. The fund which
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THE MINT OF THE

February 8, 1918, the Philippine~Legisla-

ture passed a bill appropriating 100,000

pesos, half the original appropriation, for

the construction of machinery for a new
mint. This bill was signed by_Governor
Harrison eight days later.

The machinery was designed and built

at Philadelphia under the supervision of

Clifford Hewitt, then chief engineer of the

United States mint. In June, 1919, it

was assembled, tested and found satisfac-

tory; it was then shipped to the Philippine

Islands via the Panama Canal, arriving at

Manila in November in perfect condition.

Mr. Hewitt reached Manila at the end of

the month and undertook the installation

of the machinery.

Although the Manila mint is probably
the smallest in the world, it is one of the

finest and most modern. It is located on

the lower floor of the old Intendencia

Building fronting the Pasig River. This

building also contains the offices and the

hall of the Philippine Senate, and the of-

fices of the Treasury of the Philippine

Islands.
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On October nth, three months after its

inauguration, the mint narrowly escaped

destruction by fire which gutted the two

upper floors of the Intendencia Building.

The Senate hall, the offices of the Insular

Treasurer and other governmental offices

were totally destroyed, but the mint on the

lower floor was so little damaged that

minting was resumed next morning.
The mint was formally opened on

Thursday morning, July i5th. A copper

ingot was taken from the furnace, cooled,

rolled into a thin strip between the heavy
rollers of a machine, shot beneath the

smoothly working pistons of another ma-
chine whence it emerged in the form of

many small discs and then placed in the

stamping machine and there came into

existence the first piece of money' ever

coined under the American government in

the Philippine Islands. The first one-

centavo piece was coined by Governor-
General Harrison under the direction of

Mr. Hewitt. Speaker Osmena of the

House of Representatives, in a like man-

ner, struck off the first medal (designed
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by Mr. Clifford Hewitt) which was issuec

in commemoration of the opening. On
the obverse of the medal appears the pro-

file of President Wilson; the reverse shows

the figure of Liberty protecting and in-

structing beginners in the art of coming

lolding in her right hand a pair of scales

to demonstrate the absolute necessity for

care and exactness in operation which all

mint work demands. On the first day
two thousand of these medals were minted.

The official party at the formal opening
ncluded the Governor-General and Mrs.

rlarrison; Speaker Osmefia; Mr. Kwei

hih, Chinese Consul-General; Hon. Al-

Derto Barreto, Secretary of Finance; Dr.

A.. P. Fitzimmons, Director of the Mint

and former Treasurer of the Philippine

slands, and Mr. Clifford Hewitt, the

mint's metallurgist.

The mint is prepared to coin all bronze,

lickel and silver money needed for circu-

ation in the Islands; it has a daily output

f 85,000 pieces, and an annual capacity of

5,000,000 coins, made possible by twenty

lectrically driven machines.
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In order to insure the legal fineness of

bullion received as deposits and of ingots

for coinage purposes, as well as to make
accurate payment to depositors of metal,

a well equipped assay department has

been instituted. Such an establishment

will have a stimulating effect on the min-

ing of gold and silver throughout the

Islands. Gold is mined in considerable

quantities in Baguio, Paracale and Aroroy,

and silver in the Island of Marinduque.
As the gold mined here has heretofore

n refined by the cyanide process it was

not of very high fineness, but with the

mproved electrolitic process it is possible

to obtain the fineness of 999.9 plus.

With regard to the melting department,
the output of each melting furnace, fig-

ured on an eight-hour day basis, would be

approximately 2000 pounds. A specially

designed settling chamber has been built

which reduces the silver melting losses to

a minimum of three-quarters of an ounce

on every thousand ounces melted.

The rolling and 'cutting department con-

sists of two 50 h. p. electrically driven
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machines of the most modern type, fitted

with hardened steel rolls. They are

equipped with a patented adjustment

whereby the rolls can be regulated to one

ten-thousandth of an inch. By this ac-

curate adjustment there is no difficulty in

producing perfectly uniform strips of sil-

ver so that when planchets are cut they wil

be within the legal tolerance of weight
An automatic coin reviewing machine

has been installed. The coins are dumped
into a distributing hopper which drops
them on a travelling belt where each coin

passes slowly before the reviewer's eye
and the condemned pieces picked out.

Those which are perfect pass on and fall

nto a box at the' end of the machine.

They are counted by means of a coin

counting board which holds five hundred

pieces. An experienced operator of this

3oard can handle 2000 coins of any de-

nomination per minute. As they are

counted they are placed in bags.

A complete mechanical department has

also been installed, with fully equipped

machine, blacksmith, electrical, plumbing
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than 1 1/2 grains over or under the legal

standard. These automatically controlled

scales are enclosed in glass, designed to

weigh to TS of a, grain and are entirely me-

chanical in operation. There are 10

weighing beams in each scale, and each

beam will weigh 10 coins a minute 100

coins on the 10 beams approximating
a daily output of 48,000 coins figured on

an eight-hour day basis. This machine

separates the heavy and light pieces from

those that fall within the tolerance allowed.

All that is required of the operator is to

keep the ten feeding tubes filled with coins,

as the machine does the weighing and sep-

arating into different boxes.

The Director of the Mint, Dr. A. P.

Fitzimmons, former Insular Treasurer of

the Philippine Islands, was greatly instru-

mental in securing the appropriation for

the mint and in organizing it. Practically

all of the employees are Filipinos ; and hav-

ing no previous mint experience, the present

efficiency is attributed to the painstaking
instruction of Mr. Hewitt and to the me-

chanical aptitude of the Filipino people.
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